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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 
This Value Chain Analysis (VCA) is intended to inform project design for the Feed the Future 

Entrepreneurial Agriculture for Improved Nutrition project (EAIN), which seeks to improve agricultural 

competitiveness and nutrition in the Tonkolili district. EAIN’s target value chains (VCs) are groundnut, 

maize, rice and vegetables, and its goals include developing a local input supplier network. This VCA updates 

a USAID (2015) VCA for groundnut, maize, vegetables and inputs in the Tonkolili and Bombali districts, 

other recent VCAs for rice (particularly Spencer, 2014), and a SPRING (2016) analysis of pumpkin. It should 

be read along with these prior reports in order to gain the most in depth understanding of the target sectors.  

The team traced commodities across the value chain, from production through in-country end markets, and 

from import markets into Tonkolili. The key objectives of this research, and this report, are to: 

• identifying untapped profitable end market opportunities that foster inclusive growth, and constraints 
that actors across each VC face in achieving those 

• proposing interventions that are best positioned to address constraints in ways that complement rather 
than duplicating existing initiatives, take advantage of synergies across VCs for efficiency; and advance 
women’s empowerment, gender equity, nutrition, and environmental sustainability 

• identifying actors that are willing and able to invest in upgrades, and foster sustained competitiveness  

• gaining a more precise understanding of VC linkages and dynamics 

• characterizing input supply networks (coverage and gaps), input use, and factors modulating input use 

• capturing key issues related to nutrition and gender 
 

Given that EAIN will drive changes in value chain structure, function and dynamics, the project should 

continue to analyze aspects of each value chain to identify changes, among actors and at the systems level 

(overall VC structure, function and dynamics; horizontal relationships and capacities within a level, vertical 

relationships between two levels, etc.) and refine/design subsequent programming appropriately. As such, 

this VCA represents a baseline against which to 

track project results 

Sierra Leone and Tonkolili stand to benefit greatly 

from FTF interventions. Sierra Leone has a low 

Human Development Index (HDI), ranking of 181 

out of 187 countries in 2015 (UN 2015), and is 

classified as a low-income country. Tonkolili has the 

highest rate of food insecurity and experienced the 

second-highest rate of Ebola, in terms of the 

percentage of population affected (WFP 2015). It 

also has the potential to capture diverse untapped 

profitable end market opportunities, with capacity 

building, and market facilitation. 

EAIN stands to reach a large number of house-

holds, and direct beneficiaries including members of 

these households, through interventions focused on 
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the target commodities. The Agricultural Household Tracking Survey (AHTS; MAFFS, SSL, J-PAL/IPA 

2011), reports the percentage of households producing some of the target commodities in Tonkolili. Among 

the most widely produced target crops, 32,000-39,000 households produce a given commodity, representing 

over 214,000 household member beneficiaries. 

The team identified many commonalities across commodities in the foundations that EAIN can built upon to 

foster improved market and nutritional outcomes; and the constraints actors face in tapping profitable growth 

opportunities. This indicates much opportunity to layer interventions for maximum efficiency and results. 

KEY FINDINGS 
• Demand for the target crops clearly exceeds supply for groundnut, maize and rice. Demand for okra and 

chilies is strong, with growth opportunities most apparent for chilies, Demand for purchased pump-
kin/squash appears low, though SPRING (2016) reports widespread own-consumption. Demand for 
sweet potato is moderate, but the group did not see the nutritious orange-fleshed sweet potato (OFSP) 
varieties that EAIN proposes to focus on in markets, or find evidence of production in the study area. 

• There are ready opportunities to meet excess demand and improve market outcomes by increasing quan-
tity produced, crop quality and value addition; and fostering long-term buying relationships. 

• Most producers cultivate crops from at least two to three of the target VCs, and many traders deal in 
multiple target crops. This enables the project to realize efficiencies in delivering production and post-
harvest handling (PHH) training relevant to multiple crops, and facilitating market linkages among a pro-
ducer groups and buyers dealing in multiple VCs. As such, EAIN’s plan to train only existing groups on 
groundnut and vegetables, and only new groups on rice and maize, does not seem optimal from a re-
source efficiency and outcome optimization perspective. For example, groups that produce at least three 
of the crops, then receive marketing and business training applicable to any commodity, but only produc-
tion and PHH training on two crops, will not be able to apply their business training to improve market 
outcomes across all target crops they produce. This is because these groups will still have insufficient out-
put and PHH issues with crops for which they did not received production and PHH training. 

• There are numerous, sizeable producer groups that are aggregating crops, may have group farms (typi-
cally ~25 producers sharing less than 10 acres in addition to their own farms), and may engaging in pri-
mary processing. These include Farmer Based Organizations (FBOs), Agricultural Business Centers 
(ABCs, unite 3-4 FBOs), and cluster groups formed through NGO projects. 

• ABCs, and some other farmer groups, have equipment for rice milling. Many lack the resources and 
training to maintain milling equipment, leaving them unable to market higher-value milled rice or sell 
milling services at times. Few groups have proper rice cleaning equipment. 

• Producer groups are most likely to aggregate and sell groundnut, rice and maize, leaving producers to sell 
their vegetables individually.  

• Most farmer groups lack basic commercialization and business management skills, and few seem to be 
seeking to earn profits through aggregation and marketing. Rather, many groups sell aggregated output at 
the same price they pay to buy it from individual farmers. Some groups have relevant training (varying in 
scope and extent) and maintain basic financial records, but more are in need of these capacities. 

• Groups have limited number of accessible buyers, few regular buyer-seller relationships, and very few ad-
vance contracts. Linkages to maize markets appear particularly weak and sparse. 

• Women face more challenges than men in accessing productive and marketing resources. Thus, EAIN 
should identify and address challenges faced by women in mixed groups, and women’s groups 

• Product quality issues negatively affect market access and prices, including high moisture in maize and 
groundnut, and debris in rice. 

• There are sizeable opportunities for value addition in primary processing, including milling and parboiling 
rice, producing groundnut paste and snacks, and drying chilies. These are areas where EAIN can improve 
women and youth engagement and outcomes in particular. 
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• The input supply network is thin, with private sector development constrained by competition with sub-
sidized inputs, challenges registering new input supply businesses and lack of access to credit among pro-
ducers and suppliers  

• Women are well represented in most value chains, but appear to have little control of the resulting in-
come, and are underrepresented in leadership positions. 

KEY OPPORTUNITIES, RELATED CONSTRAINTS AND 

INTERVENTIONS 

 
Table 1 summarizes key market opportunities, related constraints, and potential interventions, considering 
those relevant to all VCs, several VCs and individual crops. Cost/benefit analyses are needed to prioritize and 
select from these options further. 
Table 1: Summary Opportunities, Constraints and Intervention Areas for Target VCs 

Crop End Market Opportunities Constraints Intervention Areas 

All commodities - Import substitution and urban 
markets 
- Higher value markets 
- Value added products 
- Diversify markets to improve 
bargaining power 
- Off-season sales for storable 
crops 
- Sell by weight, not volume, to 
optimize profits 

- Insufficient output  
- Limited aggregation 
- Lack of training and facilities 
for proper PHH 
- Limited links to traders 
- Poor business and marketing 
skills among producers and 
traders, many with limited liter-
acy and numeracy 
- Transport costs limit market 
access 
- Lack of market information 
- Lack of appropriate storage 
and drying sites 
- Lack of training on weights 
and measures 
- Credit and income con-
straints 
- Sparse input supply network 

- Producer training on profitable mod-
ern ag practices, and proper PHH de-
manded by high-value buyers 
- Identify profitable value-added prod-
ucts and provide training on their pro-
duction (e.g., parboiled rice, groundnut 
paste, dried vegetables) 
- Foster increased producer aggrega-
tion through new groups, and aggrega-
tion of crops groups are not selling in 
bulk at present 
 -Link producers/groups to traders and 
end buyers, facilitate contracting 
- Train producer groups and traders on 
marketing and business management, 
with basic literacy and numeracy first if 
needed 
- Train producers and traders on stand-
ardization (weights, measures, label-
ing), grants/VC finance to support pur-
chase of scales 
- Facilitate producer group cost sharing 
and investment (where profitable) in 
transport to end markets 
- Pilot farm to market MIS, using SMS, 
and networks such as FBOs & traders 
- Support expansion of existing 
- Grants and value chain finance to 
cost share storage and drying sites 
producer credit mechanisms (MFIs 
VSLAs), support formal lenders in de-
veloping new products 
- Cultivate local agrodealer network 

Groundnut - Export and higher value mar-
kets 

- See above, all crops 
- High aflatoxin levels 

- PHH training on drying and storage 
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Crop End Market Opportunities Constraints Intervention Areas 

- Reduce women’s labor bur-
den to increase time for self-
care and other income genera-
tion 
-Youth groundnut paste produc-
tion 

- lack of mechanized shelling 
- Youth lack credit and training 

- Grants and VC finance for shelling 
and drying equipment 
- Grants and training for youth to im-
prove grinding equipment, sanitation 
and quality 

Maize - Higher-value markets such as 
institutional food aid 
- Poultry sector 

- Improper drying, followed by 
suboptimal storage results in 
lower prices and aflatoxin risk 
- Lack of knowledge about 
poultry market demand 

- PHH training on drying and storage 
- Link to poultry sector and food aid 
buyers 
- Grants and VC finance for shelling 
and drying equipment 

Rice - Higher-value markets: clean, 
less broken and parboiled rice 

- Poor quality destoners at 
ABCs 
- Limited parboiling due to 
credit constraints 

- Grants to cost-share improved pro-
ducer group destoners 
- Training on proper cleaning and 
buyer requirements 
- Link producers/groups to large pro-
cessors such as Mountain Lion 
- Women’s grants and training for par-
boiling 

Vegetables: Chili Pepper - Dried chili for domestic and 
export markets 
- Export of fresh and dried chil-
ies 
- Varietal differentiation focus-
ing on higher-value varieties 

- Lack of information about ex-
port market demand 
- Lack of proper storage for 
dried chilies 
-- Lack of varietal separation 

- Obtain and disseminate information 
on export market demand 
- Train on higher-value varietals: seed 
identification and markets 

Vegetables: Okra -See “all commodities” - Lack of cold chain 
 
 

- See “all commodities” 
 

Vegetables: Pump-
kin/Squash 

- Highly consumed at home, in-
dicating potential for increased 
sales, needs more research 
- Increased interest in nutritious 
foods 
- Increased production for self-
consumption reduces food ex-
penditure/cash income needs  

- Not perceived as a key mar-
ket crop by producers or retail-
ers 
- Selling cut pieces increases 
risk of spoilage and contami-
nation 

- Social and Behavioral Change Com-
munications (SBCC) and marketing to 
increase consumption at markets 
- Train sellers to wrap cut pieces 

Vegetables: Sweet Po-
tato (OFSP) 

- Increased interest in nutritious 
foods. Need to determine if 
consumers will pay premium 
versus yellow/white flesh 
- Replace less-nutritious im-
ports in markets (not negatively 
impacting domestic producers 
of white/yellow flesh) 

- OFSP not produced or sold 
- Producers tend to sell crop 
vs. consume, to earn income 

- Prioritize Fresh Salone crop trials 
- Initiate widespread SBCC to raise 
producer and consumer awareness of 
OFSP and its benefits 
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II. INTRODUCTION AND 

BACKGROUND 

OBJECTIVES 
This Value Chain Analysis (VCA) is intended to inform project design for the Feed the Future 

Entrepreneurial Agriculture for Improved Nutrition project (EAIN), which seeks to improve agricultural 

competitiveness and nutrition in the Tonkolili district. The following report presents the findings of the 

team’s research across each value chain, and (primary and secondary), and identifies potential interventions to 

meet EAIN’s objectives. 

EAIN’s target value chains (VCs) are groundnut, maize, rice and vegetables, and its goals include developing 

a local input supplier network. The VCA focused on these sectors. It updates USAID (2015) VCA for 

groundnut, maize, vegetables and inputs in the Tonkolili and Bombali districts; and other recent VCAs for 

rice (particularly Spencer 2014). As such, this VCA should be read along with USAID (2015) and Spencer 

(2014), in order to gain the most in depth understanding of the target sectors. The team’s overall objective 

was to validate, revise and add to previous findings as appropriate, with a focus on: 

• identifying untapped profitable end market opportunities that foster inclusive growth, and constraints 
that actors across each VC face in achieving those 

• proposing interventions that are best positioned to address constraints in ways that complement rather 
than duplicating existing initiatives, take advantage of synergies across VCs for efficiency; and advance 
women’s empowerment, gender equity, nutrition, and environmental sustainability 

• identifying actors that are willing and able to invest in upgrades, and foster sustained competitiveness  

• gaining a more precise understanding of VC linkages and dynamics 

• characterizing input supply networks (coverage and gaps), input use, and 
factors modulating input use 

• capturing key issues related to nutrition and gender 
 

The team considered not only the potential and pathways for inclusive 

economic growth in each value chain, but ways to enhance nutrition, 

women’s empowerment and gender equity.  

Given that EAIN will drive changes in value chain structure, function and 

dynamics, the project should continue to analyze aspects of each value chain 

to identify changes, among actors and at the systems level (overall VC 

structure, function and dynamics; horizontal relationships and capacities 

within a level, vertical relationships between two levels, etc.) and 

refine/design subsequent programming appropriately. As such, this VCA represents a baseline against which 

to track project results 

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS 
Sierra Leone and Tonkolili stand to benefit greatly from FTF interventions. Sierra Leone has a low Human 

Development Index (HDI), ranking of 181 out of 187 countries in 2015 (UN 2015), and is classified as a low-

TARGET SECTORS 

• Grains: Maize, Rice 

• Groundnut 

• Vegetables: Chili pepper, 

Okra, Pumpkin/squash,  

• Agricultural Inputs 
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income country. It falls below other low-HDI countries on several income measures, including a 52.9 percent 

poverty rate in 2011, and gross national income (GNI) per capita (PC) of $620 in current $USD, or $1,560 in 

PPP terms in 2015 (World Bank 2016). Both GNI figures declined from 2014-15, with GNI PC falling below 

2013 levels, and GNI PC PPP landing below 2012 levels. Tonkolili has the highest rate of food insecurity and 

experienced the second-highest rate of Ebola, in terms of the percentage of population affected (WFP 2015). 

The district has the potential to capture diverse untapped profitable end market opportunities, with capacity 

building across the VC, and market facilitation. 

EAIN stands to reach a large number of households, and direct beneficiaries including members of these 

households, through interventions focused on the target commodities. The Agricultural Household Tracking 

Survey (AHTS; MAFFS, SSL, J-PAL/IPA 2011), reports the percentage of households producing some of 

the target commodities in Tonkolili; and the 2004 census (Statistics Sierra Leone 2006) indicates households 

per district, and average household size. Combining information from these reports, we can estimate house-

holds and household members reached through interventions in a single commodity. Table 2 summarizes the 

data. These data also indicate that households typically produce several of the target commodities, given that 

the percentages of households that produce the target commodities sum to more than 100 in most cases. 

Therefore, we cannot estimate total beneficiaries, direct or indirect, by summing the estimated number of in-

dividuals reached across commodities. 

Table 2: Households Producing Select Target Commodities in Tonkolili 

Commodity 

Percentage of House-

holds Producing Com-

modity a 

Households 

 Producing  

Commodity a 

Estimated Individuals (Beneficiar-

ies) Depending on Income from 

Production of Commodity b 

Groundnut 62 32,774 214,803 

Maize 74 39,117 256,377 

Rice 98 51,804 339,529 

Chili Pepper 66 34,888 228,661 

Okra 72 38,060 249,448 

 
a Per 2004 census data, Tonkolili had 52,861 households 
b This is an estimate of the number of individuals in households that produce the target commodity, using an average of 6.55 house-
hold members. The average household size is estimated using 2004 census data: Tonkolili had 347,197 residents. Dividing this by the 
number of households above yields 6.55 The authors realize that household size varies, such that percentage of households engaged 
in producing a commodity would not match the percentage of the population in those households. However, this is the best means of 
estimating given available data. 
Sources: Population (Statistiques Sierra Leone 2006), HH production MAFFS, SSL, J-PAL-IPA (2011)  

CROSS-COMMODITY COMMONALITIES 
The team identified commonalities across commodities in the foundations that EAIN can built upon to fos-
ter improved market and nutritional outcomes; and the constraints actors face in tapping profitable growth 
opportunities. On the positive side, Tonkolili has a sufficient foundation for program success, including: 

• several Agricultural Business Centers with primary processing and storage capacity 

• numerous producer groups that are willing to invest in their own capacity building 

• some fertile land that can be more productive with modern inputs and management practices 

• market growth opportunities via import substitution and quality improvement 

• several strong trade hubs 

• some functioning agricultural credit mechanisms that are ripe for scale up 
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• a diverse network of traders, and 

• supportive government units (district council and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) 
A model worth special mention here is the Future in our Hands (FIOH) Microfinance (MFI) traders 

group at Mile 91, which includes traders of maize, groundnut, rice and chilies. Each contributing member 

has access to a business loan twice a year at six monthly intervals, with the load size dependent on their 

annual investment contribution to the MFI. Loans have an interest rate of 10%, some of which is re-

turned to members in the form of profit sharing, after allocating some to operating costs. The interest 

rate is much more favorable than the 30% interest charged by BRAC and LAPO MFI loans that are open 

to the public. The FIOH Mile 91 group/fund is about 15 years old, with a growing membership and no 

defaulters in loan repayment. The members have a VSLA scheme alongside the microcredit scheme.  

 
However, Tonkolili is marked by several constraints that EAIN will need to address or account for in imple-
menting its program, and identifying entities to engage to address factors outside of EAIN’s scope: 

• Producer Group and Trader Business Capacity: Most farmer groups lack basic commercialization 
and business management skills, and few seem to be seeking to earn profits through aggregation. Groups 
and small traders have received varied levels of relevant training, and some maintain basic financial rec-
ords, but more are in need of these capacities. Groups that have received training from NGOs, beyond 
what the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security (MAFFS) and the Smallholder Commercial-
ization Program (SCP) provide, demonstrate higher levels of business marketing success, indicating 
EAIN’s planned trainings in this area will be fruitful. 

• Physical Market Access: Producers and traders have limited number of accessible buyers and suppliers 
due to lack of their own transportation and the cost of private transport. Farmer groups have few regular 
buyer-seller relationships, let alone contracts. Links to maize markets appear particularly weak and sparse. 

• Inputs: Access to inputs is a major constraint, as there are very few suppliers, and demand exceeds sup-

ply. The National Federation of Farmers, Sierra Leone (NAFFSL) is a key distributor of fertilizer and 

seeds from MAFFS and the Seed Multiplication Program (SMP) in Tonkolili. NAFFSL reported that, in 

2016, they received 2,000 bags of fertilizer (60% NPK 15:15:15 and 40% Urea) from MAFFS and 2,000 

bags of NPK from the Seed Multiplication Program (SMP), against NAFFSL Tonkolili’s estimated de-

mand of 10,000 bags per year. Community seed multiplication is rare. Private dealers are limited in num-

ber. Seed Tech has a representative in Makeni, who covers the entire Northern Province. The Sierra Le-

one Opportunities for Business Action program (SOBA, implemented by Adam Smith, International) is 

working with input suppliers to develop a local independent agent network, building on the SCP’s prior 

Community Agrodealer (CAD) program, but just began working in Tonkolili and has only a few agents. 

EAIN’s agrodealer network component will fill a critical gap, and should coordinate with programs like 

SOBA to maximize joint outcomes and efficiency.  

• Extension Services: MAFFS faces challenges meeting producers’ needs with its current resources. It is 

not able to hire the number of extension agents needed to provide sufficient services to all producers, 

traders and processors in the district, and transportation costs limit agents’ abilities to visit communities.  

Extension focuses primarily on production and input provision, along with basic business training, with 

less support for training producers and groups on post-harvest handling (PHH) and aggregation. EAIN’s 

proposed trainings on aggregation and PHH, and the connector networks building production capacity, 

will help fill gaps, mechanisms to ensure post-project sustainability must be implemented from the start. 

• Financial Services: Actors across all VC levels face challenges accessing sufficient affordable financing. 

Few financial institutions have credit products adapted to agricultural production cycles, SME working 

capital needs, or the limited traditional collateral that most producers, SMEs and small traders have. A 

dearth of advance contracts (due to factors such as producers previously defaulting to side sell, and 
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groups not having the skills to seek/negotiate contracts) makes trade credit unattainable. A scalable 

model of success exists in FIOH’s trader MFI at Mile 91, but these traders need more credit than then 

MFI can provide, to scale up.  

VCA APPROACH 
The team traced commodities across the value chain, from production through in-country end markets, and 

from import markets into Tonkolili. The next chapter details the methodology. In brief, the VCA began with 

desk research to ascertain current knowledge, and identify gaps and questions to focus on in field research 

Interviews and surveys captured production and marketing statistics and dynamics, access to inputs and 

services, gender and nutrition issues, and relevant impacts of the enabling environment (policies and norms). 

 

III. METHOD 

A. GEOGRAPHY 
 

The team’s geographic scope followed each 

value chain from urban and hub-city end 

markets to production, and back through 

trader networks; and included locations where 

sector support entities such as NGOs and 

government are based. The team conducted 

research in Freetown (Western Urban) across the Tonkolili district, and in Makeni (Bombali district). The 

bulk of fieldwork took place in Tonkolili, as it is the target District for project implementation. The team 

focused its work in Tonkolili in areas where: 

a) four producer groups identified in the proposal, and three ABCs selected by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (MAFFS) for support in privatizing, are based 
b) traders connected to these groups are located 
c) there is a large concentration of traders, and  
d) there are large markets with retail and wholesale trade 

B. RESEARCH PROCESS AND TEAM  
Prior to fieldwork, the core three-person VCA team (one ACDI/VOCA staff and two Sierra Leonean 

consultants) conducted desk research and conferred with project partners to identify key field research needs, 

identify participants, and schedule initial interviews. In December 2016, the three core researchers undertook 

the fieldwork (covering vegetables/cross-cutting, groundnut/maize and rice/inputs). The fieldwork began in 

Freetown (Western Urban district) with one day of interviews with an agricultural sector trade association, a 

product manufacturer and a trader supplying them. The team then spent six days in the Tonkolili district and 

Makeni City (Bombali district), interviewing value chain actors from input/service providers, producers and 

producer groups, to primary processors, traders and retailers; a Microfinance Institution (MFI), NGOs 

implementing complementary programs, and representatives of local government and MAFFS. The team 
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then returned to Freetown, where the team leader (ACDI/VOCA staff) conducted two days of additional 

interviews with project partners, and relevant NGOs.  

The research process collection was iterative, with desk research informing initial field research; field 

research and preliminary synthesis informing questions and foci for remaining fieldwork, and actors and key 

informants leading the team to additional interviewees and areas of inquiry.  

C. INTERVIEWEES BY LOCATION 
 
FREETOWN 

• Sierra Leone Chamber of Agribusiness Development 
(SLeCAD) 

• Project Peanut Butter 

• Groundnut trader selling to Project Peanut Butter and 
markets  

• Bennimix 

• World Bank Smallholder Commercialization and Agri-
business Development Program (SCADEP) 

• Catholic Relief Services (CRS) 

• Fresh Salone/Fresh to You 

• Helen Keller International 

• West Africa Rice Company 
 

TONKOLILI 

• Magburaka: MAFFS Tonkolili, National Federation of Farmers Tonkolili, District Council Tonkolili, 
Magburaka Market 

• Kholifa Rowulla, Konike Barina & Gbonkolenkeh Chiefdoms: Rowulla ABC, Dim Din Farmers Federa-
tion, Makoni Line Agricultural Business Center (ABC), Roline ABC, Traders associated with these groups 

• Kafe Samira Chiefdom: Tamaraneh Farmer Custer, Narfullah Women’s Group 

• Mile 91: Mafunday ABC, Future in Our Hands (FIOH) traders & farmer groups 
 

BOMBALI, MAKENI 

• Traders 

• SeedTech Representative/Makeni area 

• Makeni Markets 

• Adam Smith International, Sierra Leone Opportunities for Business Action (SOBA) project 

• Future in Our Hands MFI Makeni office 
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D. RESEARCH METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS 
 

The VCA involved the following ac-

tivities, which were overlapping and 

built on each other, as noted above: 

1. Desk research:  Beginning prior to 

field work and continuing through re-

port writing, the team conducted sec-

ondary research using prior VCAs, 

relevant reports and existing data on 

the target commodities, Sierra Leone, 

Tonkolili, and government policy 

documents. 

2. Key informant and value chain ac-

tor interviews and surveys: The team 

met with value chain actors (produc-

ers, aggregators/traders, processors, 

manufacturers, retailers, input and 

service providers, relevant private 

sector, government, NGO, research, and other stakeholders. The team conducted semi-structured interviews 

with manufacturers, primary processors, traders, retailers, and input/service/equipment providers; semi-

structured discussions with groups of producers, and unstructured interviews with other entities (NGOs, gov-

ernment, MFI). Survey instruments that guided semi-structured interviews are in a separate appendix. 

Team members then analyzed data to characterize supply and demand trends and opportunities, synthesized 

interviews to obtain overarching findings, and drafted an overall report. The team lead discussed drafts with 

project staff and revised the report accordingly. 

E. REPORT SCOPE, LIMITATIONS, REMAINING NEEDS 
 

This VCA involved some design elements affecting the extent to which findings can be generalized across all 

to-be-selected beneficiaries, and has left some information gaps for the project team to fill through subse-

quent work. The report also omitted stand-alone coverage of cross-cutting issues, as recent studies have cov-

ered these in depth, and thus integrates summary points with references to those reports.  

• Due to the scheduling of fieldwork before a long December holiday for many Sierra Leone residents, and 

the short duration of field work, the team was not able to complete some desired interview. In particular, 

the field team should meet with poultry firms such as PaJah and Sierra Akker regarding maize purchasing, 

with the World Food Program (WFP) regarding target commodity purchasing, and the Freetown-based 

management of SeedTech regarding their input business (including products, prices, demand, challenges, 

partnership interests, etc.).  
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• Most producers are in higher performing groups, which were prioritized in the proposal, and all have re-

ceived additional NGO project support beyond what MAFFS provides. Thus, the team did not get a 

complete picture of capacities and needs across likely beneficiaries. M&E data will fill this gap. 

• The team did not have sufficient information on beneficiary and location targeting to sample a more rep-

resentative base of participants across the VC. M&E baseline data will be essential in understanding spe-

cific beneficiary needs across VC levels. 

• The team interviewed only a sample of ABCs and FBOs, given the time available, and took care not to 

repeat applicable past work, or planned surveys by project partners. The project team should refer to re-

cent MAFFS evaluation of ABCs, and project-implemented follow-up surveys, to obtain more detailed 

information on each ABC and FBO.  

• The VCA team did not explore nutrition issues, as these were to be the focus of subsequent analyses led 

by SPRING/HKI and have been covered in several prior analyses. This includes estimating consumer 

demand for purchased pumpkin/squash, and producers’ and consumers’ willingness to produce and con-

sume orange-fleshed sweet potato. The field team should explore these factors, and refer to the USAID 

(2015) VCA, a SPRING (2015) nutrition/agriculture integration study, and a SPRING (2016) study on 

squash/pumpkin consumption in Tonkolili. 

• This VCA does not have a stand-alone section on gender, as the team did not encounter material differ-

ences from the USAID (2015) VCA. Thus, the project team should refer to the USAID (2015) VCA.  
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IV. GROUNDNUT VC ANALYSIS 

A. OVERVIEW 
Among the target crops, most producer groups ranked groundnut second 

for income generation (after rice).1 Nationally, groundnut represented 

3.7% of GDP in 2013 respectively and ranks 5th among agricultural prod-

ucts for GDP contribution (MAFFS 2015). Producers and traders have a 

sizeable opportunity for import substitution, and export sales, but must 

increase output and address aflatoxin to tap these opportunities. Domes-

tic groundnut production does not meet demand, and the country relies 

on imports, particularly coming through land borders with Guinea. The 

Tonkolili district, the district is not known to be a major producer, and is 

thus not a top source for external buyers. Producers generally plant Mares 

and SLINUT 1 (Babanginda) varieties, mostly twice a year in uplands and 

moist ecologies. Farm sizes are small (1 to 5 acres), yields are low (0.4 

MT/ha versus expected yields of least 1-1.2 MT/ha), there is poor 

knowledge about, access to and use of appropriate fertilizers; and 

knowledge of groundnut pest management is low. Income generation 

through seed multiplication is rare.  

At present, common end markets are daily and weekly markets, street vendors, and cottage industries that sell 

groundnut in the form of boiled pods, raw and roasted seeds and groundnut paste. The market is driven 

largely by producer-aggregator trade flows. Aggregators buy shelled and unshelled groundnut primarily upon 

first harvest in the rainy season, when farmers lack sun-drying facilities, and when prices are cheaper than the 

dry season. Facilitating sustainable vertical linkages between producer groups and traders, processors and 

poultry firms would provide producers with the motivation and resources to increase volume and quality. 

There is little value addition, primarily involving paste and snack production, and very limited manufacturing. 

Project Peanut Butter is the main industrial processor of groundnut, which it uses in its Dutasi, a Ready to 

Use Therapeutic Food (RUTF) for severely malnourished children aged six months or older.  

B. END MARKET ANALYSIS 

1. EXPORT MARKETS 
Sierra Leone has only a small amount of official exports. ComTrade (2015) indicates a total of $16,789 

groundnut exports to Estonia, the Gambia, and the United Kingdom in 2014. Lack of facilities to test for af-

latoxin contamination at processing factories is a major barrier to exports at present. Sorting bad seeds from a 

batch of stored seeds does not fully solve the problem. A Sierra Leonean Small/Medium Enterprise (SME), 

CAC Holdings,2 is currently exploring opportunities to invest in UV machinery to detect groundnut seeds 

with symptoms of Aspergillus flavus, the fungus that contaminates stored groundnut seeds with aflatoxin. The 

                                                      

1 In the words of Nafulla Women Farmers Association “Groundnut is a money maker; it never fails money needs”. 
2 January 2017: Personal communications with Mrs C. Williams CEO, CAC Holdings  
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Sierra Leone Standards Bureau is near ready for aflatoxin testing. As the food safety standards are established, 

CAC Holdings plans to export minced paste into the Gambia in 2017 and, later, paste to the UK. 

2. DOMESTIC MARKETS AND TRADE FLOWS  
Domestic markets consume the bulk of groundnut produced in Sierra Leone, complemented by imports since 

consumer demand for these exceeds local supply. ComTrade (2017) reported nearly 90 metric tons (MT) of 

imports valued at $138,665 in 2015, but only 1.6 MT valued at $59,218 in 2014.3 The erratic volume and price 

trends leave the accuracy of these data in question, but there is evidence of a good import-substitution market 

opportunity for producers and processors nonetheless. For example, the team talked to traders who refer-

enced cross-border imports from countries such as Guinea, which are not reported in ComTrade or other 

comparable databases. Additionally, Project Peanut Butter (PPB) uses groundnut from Sierra Leone and 

Guinea (per supplying traders), and imported groundnut paste, in its “Dutasi” ready-to-use therapeutic food 

(RUTF). As such, domestic producers have an opportunity to replace PPB’s imports. PPB indicated that it is 

increasing its marketing to grow its customer base and sales, including institutional buyers that currently im-

port RUTF but have stated local procurement goals, making it an end market with growth potential. Domes-

tic groundnut supply was 83,068 MT in 2011, 84,748 MT in 2012 and 86,443 MT in 2013, averaging about 9.7 

percent growth annually (MAFFS 2015).  

The common end markets are daily and weekly markets, street vendors and cottage industries that sell 

groundnut in the form of boiled pods, raw and roasted seeds, and groundnut paste. The domestic supply 

chain is short, with the bulk of product traveling from farmers, to traders in Tonkolili and nearby districts, to 

processors and retailers. Traders purchase preferentially at the first harvest in the rainy season, when farmers 

lack sun drying facilities and when farmgate prices are lower than in dry season. Table 3 summarizes observed 

demand among individual traders at Mie 91, Yoni Chiefdom. All of these traders indicated they had excess 

demand, which producers could fill through improved horizontal linkages and aggregation, and yields. Facili-

tating vertical linkages between the producer groups and traders would provide producers with the motiva-

tion and resources to improve yields and quality. Figure 1 indicates trade flows (LEO 2015). 

Table 3: Groundnut exemplar trade transactions at Mile 91, Yoni Chiefdom, Tonkolili district 

Aggregator Unit Qty 

traded/year  

Cost price (Le) Sales price (Le) End market 

1. E. K. Pods: Basket 120 baskets (24 

baskets = 1 bag) 

7,000 fresh pods 

and 10,000 dried 

pods 

10,000 to 12,000 

(all dried) 

Mile 91 market 

2. M. T. Pods: Bags (to dry & 

thresh for sale as 

seed) 

 120,000 (fresh) to 

130,000 (dried) 

  

Seeds/nuts: Cup   2,000 Mile 91 and 

farmers 

3.  F. K. Pods: Bags (to dry & 

thresh for sale as 

seed) 

20 bags in store 120,000 (fresh); 

140,000 dried 

200,000 Mile 91 and 

Freetown 

Seed/nuts: Cup   2,000 Mile 91 and 

Freetown 

Bag  120,000   

Seed/nuts: Cup   1,300 Mile 91, Free-

town & Bo 

                                                      

3 Trade partners reported 30 MT of exports to Sierra Leone valued at $9,989—much largerthan Sierra Leone reported. 
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4. A. C Bags (to dry & thresh 

for sale as seed) 

20 to 25 bags 120,000 (fresh 

pods) 

  

Cup   2,500 Mile 91, Bo and 

Kenema 

5. S. B.  Bags 100 (pays Le 

1,000/bag/month 

for storage) 

120,000 (fresh) to 

130,000 (dried) in 

Yoni 

170,000 to 

180,000 dried 

pods; 300,000 per 

75kg bag of seed 

Makeni and Mile 

91 

6. A. K. Pods: Bags (dry & 

thresh for sale as 

seed) 

50 120,000 (fresh) to 

130,000 dried 

  

Seed/nuts: Cup   1,800 to 2,000 Mile 91, Bo and 

Kenema 

 

 

Figure 1: Groundnut trade routes into and from Bombali and Tonkolili districts 

Import of seed grains from other districts to target districts 
Import of seed grains from Senegal into Sierra Leone 
Export of seed grains to other districts (Western Urban district for industrial processing into RUTF 
peanut butter and for open markets in all other districts) 
Import of RUTF peanut butter to GoSL clinics to target districts (and also to all other districts) by 
UNICEF, MSF and ACM baby food into district 

NOTE: Thickness of arrow represents relative trade volume 
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C. VALUE CHAIN MAP, ACTORS AND FUNCTIONS: 

 
Figure 2: Groundnut and Legume Value Chain Map, Sierra Leone 

1. RETAIL AND FOODSERVICE 
Retailers (primarily women and the youth) buy groundnut from farmers at Le 5,000 to Le 7,000 per pan 

(2.7kg) of fresh pods and Le 10,000 to Le 12,000 per pan for dry pods. They retail dry groundnut pods at Le. 

5,000 per 0.5 kg bowl (six bowls in a 2.7 kg pan). The results in gross margins of Le 30,000 per pan. Other 

retail groundnut products are a) seeds sold at Le 1,800 per cup (0.25 kg); b) groundnut paste sachets or cups 

(produced by youth in particular) sold at Le 1,000 to Le 5,000 depending on size c); roasted groundnut seeds 

sold at Le 2,000 per 0.2 kg sachet; and d) raw and boiled groundnut pods sold by young women. 

2. EXPORT 
As noted, there is no major groundnut export from Sierra Leone, so this function is very limited in the cur-

rent value chain. Traders simply buy and sell with little or no external market information to guide their busi-

ness. SLeCAD indicated that they have in-house capacity to contribute by providing market information sys-

tems to help connect Tonkolili producers and value added processing facilities to wholesale end markets that 

may be connected to export markets. 

3. PROCESSING AND PRODUCT MANUFACTURING 
 
There are two types of processors in Sierra Leone: Industrial processors and cottage industries 
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Industrial processors Key examples are Project Peanut Butter (PPB), which produces the Dutasi RUTF, and 

Home Foods and Drinks (Salone Foods), which produces the recently introduced Mami Brown (a rice-soya-

groundnut blend as supplementary food for ages 6 months to the elderly). PPB sources about 60% of its 

groundnut from local suppliers, working primarily with two such traders who purchase domestic and im-

ported groundnut. PPB trains their suppliers on their groundnut specifications; and how to identify and ad-

dress sorting and quality issues. PPB pays Le 500,000 for a 50kg bag of groundnut seeds, an increase over 

their 2015 price of Le. 450,000/bag in. Dutasi sales dropped significantly in 2016, leaving PPB with a large 

amount of unsold product and a temporary stop in production. This has negatively affected their suppliers 

and the producers they buy from.4 PPB depends on a small number of customers for its revenue, and thus 

would benefit from capacity building to expand its marketing and reach more institutional buyers, particularly 

those with a stated commitment to local procurement. Mami Brown is a recent introduction on the market. 

Cottage industry processors produce groundnut paste on daily demand in and around town markets. A 

small group of otherwise unemployed youths are engaged in bench-top groundnut processing in different lo-

cations in and near the Magburaka town market. Each processor buys groundnut seeds and processes the 

roasted seeds into paste for sale at the same market. They also process groundnut for market women for a fee 

of Le 500 (but Le 200 in 2015) per cup of roasted groundnut processed into paste. They buy Boke and Gambe 

groundnut variety seeds from wholesalers for Le. 550,000 (Le. 476,000 in 2015) per bag. Each processor pro-

cesses at least one to three 50kg bag of groundnut seeds per day on daily day and weekly market days respec-

tively. They sell the paste to retailers, women and other individual market customers who visit the daily mar-

ket to buy foodstuffs. The processors know quality traits good for groundnut paste and that poor storage of 

groundnut reduces groundnut paste quality, especially oiliness of the paste. That knowledge is good for build-

ing sustainable customer relationships. Contract processing of groundnut into large volumes of paste is rare. 

Major needs are improvements in processing facilities with appropriate structures, machinery and business 

training 

4. AGGREGATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
Tonkolili has individual traders located across the district, and a concentration of traders at Mile 91 (Yoni 

Chiefdom), including a group of traders in a Future in Our Hands (FIOH) MFI. All of these traders operate 

independently and compete to buy produce directly from farmers at harvest time. Individual traders are based 

in villages in production areas, and, in some cases, are producers and members of producer groups whose 

crop they buy. These groundnut traders are mainly women. They source produce from ABCs and directly 

from farmers and FBOs and compete with each other for produce access in the villages. They do not engage 

in collective marketing. Where there are guaranteed relationships, aggregators buy on credit. Otherwise, pro-

ducers run a risk selling to new customers on credit. Sometimes farmers who take their produce to the market 

return with plenty of it unsold.  

Traders report paying Le 530,000 for a 70-kg bag (increased from Le 400,000 a bag a year ago) and selling it 

at Le 550,000, indicating small margins. 

On average, traders report aggregators buying up to 50 bags of groundnut per week, which they transport (of-

ten using hired transport) to their markets. Traders sell to both retailers (mainly women) in district and urban 

                                                      

4 UNICEF and ACF had been the top the two major buyers. UNICEF which in previous years bought 600 cartons per year did not 

place orders in 2016. ACF which in previous years bought 300 to 500 per year bought only 200 cartons in 2016. WFP is likely to be a 

new buyer but arrangements are not finalized and confirmed yet. 

http://www.salonefoods.com/
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markets, and to farmers for use as seed. Traders estimate demand among their customers to be 100 to 150 

bags of groundnut per week. They are unable to meet this demand due to lack of affordable credit, and low 

output at farmgate.  

Outside Tonkolili, the Bamoi market (Kambia district) is the major source for imports, from Guinea. One of 

PPB’s suppliers purchases from the Bamoi market.   

Traders interviewed are willing to go into contractual arrangement to serve as a guaranteed off-takers for 

groundnut produced in Tonkolili provided that EAIN can build farmers’ productive and marketing, and facil-

itate trust-based buyer-seller relationships, in ways that:  

- Ensure farmers can guarantee them of increased productivity (in quantity, quality and time) 

- Prevent side sales at time the come to collect the load and thereby avoid damaging their business reputations 

as a guaranteed supply source to end markets 

- Guarantee good postharvest drying and handling by the farmers (to limit losses traders incur after sorting 

bad pods out of what they buy) 

- Cost-effectiveness compared to current market practice at Bamoi market, as Tonkolili district is currently 

unknown for large-scale groundnut production  

- Help boost actors’ business further through multi-model marketing that would help link them up to other 

clients 

5. PRODUCER GROUPS 
Farmers know the benefits of group work, e.g., labor saving through collective work, better chance for input 

and project access to improve on their own individual farms. All farmers interviewed were members of 

FBOs. Some FBOs are united in ABCs or associations. The total membership of an ABCs or associations is 

around 100 or more, with the majority (at least 60%) often being women. An ABC’s executive committee 

may approve the addition of new FBOs. FBOs members pay dues, and FBOs contribute to ABCs they are 

members of. For example, FBOs pay a one-time registration fee of about Le 2,000 per member, and a 

monthly contribution of about Le 10,000 per FBO. This returns such as include transport loans to bring har-

vest to the ABC for processing, storage and sale; a social welfare financial loan; and processing (e.g., rice mill-

ing) at reduced rates compared to non-members.  

Each group the team met has received assistance from MAFFS and development projects (e.g., CARE, WFP, 

Sustainable Agriculture and Nutrition Promotion/SNAP, FIOH), such as seeds, technical knowledge, com-

munity assets (dry floors) and rice processing facilities (ABCs and Dim Din farmers association only). Many 

groups have group farms, where several produce groundnut on 1 to 5 acres and keep about 30% of harvest as 

own seeds. Generally, the seeds are always insufficient for constituent member groups at next season plant-

ing. Dim Din farmers Association has a group member who serves as a community agrodealer by buying 

groundnut pods at harvest, dries and stores the pods for sale as seed at nest planting season.  

ABCs can and a few do provide seed and cash loan to their constituent FBOs requiring assistance to produce 

the crop if the group agrees upon it as a priority economic crop. For example, Roline Kanasko ABC provides 

groundnut seed loan to each of its constituent FBOs at 5 bushels per constituent FBO which repays 6.5 

bushels (including 1.5 bushels in interest); and cash loan of Le 1,500,000 per FBO for labor/production costs 

(including fuel cost for use of the ABC power tiller) for repayment at 2.5% interest. The producer groups ex-

perience erratic variations in groundnut yield across years.  
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The producer groups do not produce under any kind of agreement with potential buyers. The groups ex-

pressed interest in large-scale commercial production on contractual basis with potential wholesale buyers. 

There appears to be good chance for horizontal linkage between producer groups (e.g., along the Magburaka-

Mabonto axis from Rowalla ABC to Nafulla Women farmers Association, or within the Mile 91/Yoni Chief-

dom vicinities) for increased business capacity to meet high market demands for groundnut. The FBO mem-

bers of ABCs do not practice farmgate value addition by drying and shelling pods. They lack drying floors, 

groundnut threshers and grain stores required for value addition, especially for the first harvest in the rainy 

season. 

The team saw good participation by both men and women in terms of membership, but inequality in leader-

ship across dual-gender FBOs and ABCs.  In these groups, women hold executive positions, such as a desig-

nated chairlady spot in each FBO and ABC, but men hold the majority.   

6. PRODUCTION 
Among the producer groups interviewed, most ranked groundnut second in terms of income generation (af-

ter rice).  In Tonkolili district, groundnut production is marked by small farm sizes (1 to 5 acres), crop failures 

(low pod count and poor pod filling) and poor yields. Groundnut yields averaged approximately 3 bushels 

harvested per 1 bushel planted or 1 acre planted yielding 15 bushels. On average, on-farm yields at are under 

0.4kg/ha, compared to an expected at least 1-1.2t/ha. Low yields ca be attributed to poor knowledge of and 

low access to appropriate fertilizers for groundnut production, lack of pest pest/disease management 

knowledge, insufficient seed supply and, as many producers reported, “late arrival of seeds, hence late plant-

ing.” 

Farmers plant groundnut twice a year depending on ecologies, mostly without inorganic fertilizers. Limited 

quantities of seeds and NPK 15:15:15 and Urea fertilizers are available for sale (Le 16,000 to Le 200,000 per 

bag) at MAFFS-Tonkolili/NAFFSL store in Magburaka for sale in cash or on credit. The input loans are re-

paid in kind at the rate of 1.5 bag of product for a bag of same product loaned. The loan recovery rate is 

poor, with about 30% defaulters.  

Producers need training in postharvest handing (seed drying and storage) to address molds that lead to afla-

toxin contamination and negatively impact sales. Aflatoxin levels should be below 20ppb in groundnut seeds 

and groundnut-based food products, especially for products intended for children. 

Producers sell their produce at harvest and miss higher market prices by not adding value to the produce. 

This is particularly so for groundnut pods that sell at twice the farmgate price when dried.  

D. INPUTS/SERVICES SPECIFIC TO GROUNDNUT VC 
 

In addition to the constraints affecting all commodities, as outlined in the introduction, the groundnut seed 

market is particularly weak. NAFFSL Tonkolili (distributor of inputs from MAFFS and SMP) has no ground-

nut seeds. Seed Tech has seed maintenance farms5 in Tonkolili and other districts, and has a network of con-

tract seed multiplication farmers produce groundnut and other crop seeds. Suppliers reported that Tonkolili 

district is a poor market outlet for groundnut seeds, which negatively affects suppliers’ interest in trying to 

                                                      

5 Seed Tech provided a list of contract/controlled farmers, which can be obtained by project partners from ACDI/VOCA project 
staff in country.  
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supply the seeds. In a few locations, certain members of ABCs or farmer associations double as community 

agro dealers, mainly for seeds. They buy groundnut pods from neighboring villages at harvest, dry the pods 

and sell as seeds for a minimum 30% to 50% gross profit. Low financial capacity, lack of appropriate stores 

and poor business capacity reduces the ability of the community agrodealers to expand their businesses.  

E. COOPERATION AND COMPETITION IN VC 
There are only a few formal market linkages between producer groups or ABCs or between ABCs and FBOs. 

To promote collective marketing, there is an initiative by MAFFS to graduate ABCs to Cooperative levels. 

SLeCAD expressed concerns that the creation of ABC Cooperatives seems to focus largely on process issues 

(registration and certification with relevant national (e.g. MAFFs and MoTI) and local government institu-

tions (e.g., District Councils) and less on key operational requirements of increased and sustainable productiv-

ity required by end market demands 

F. END MARKET OPPORTUNITIES, CONSTRAINTS TO ACHIEVING THOSE, AND PRIORITY 
INTERVENTIONS 

Opportunities Constraints Interventions needed 

Import substitution  Low on-farm productivity Establish and facilitate contract farming 

Unaware of market size to tap 

into  

Pioneer market information systems 

Lack of inputs  Pioneer community agro dealerships 

Organize community seed multiplication schemes 

Cash strapped Provide grants; develop beneficiary owned microcredit fund (see 

e.g., FIOH, Mile 91)  

Collective market-

ing 

Inadequate storage facilities Provide community assets: Grain stores and store management 

skills; post-harvest handling skills 

Weak market linkages Identify and publicize profitable markets;  

Lack of intra-VC actor cooper-

ation 

Organize and promote horizontal and vertical linkages 

Weak business knowledge Provide training in doing business better: record keeping, cost ac-

counting, banking; adult literacy/numeracy skills, weights and 

measures 

Value addition Poor/rudimentary facilities Establish food grade processing structures, machinery for ground-

nut paste production and provide skills training emphasizing Good 

Hygiene Practices  

Post-harvest pest damage Provide skills training in postharvest produce handing techniques 

(seed drying, storage/triple bagging  

Weak market access Introduce wholesale and retail packaging of processed products 

linked with Good Hygiene Practices 
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V. MAIZE VC ANALYSIS 

A. OVERVIEW 
Maize represented about 2% of the 

country’s GDP from 2010 to 2013 

(MAFFS 2015). Sierra Leone is a mi-

nor producer of maize, and relies 

heavily on imports. Sierra Leone’s 

reported maize product imports 

(grain, seed, flour, groats, starch) of 

nearly $2.439 million in 2015 (over 

2.1 million in corn flour alone6), 

though trade partners reported only 

$411,608 in exports to Sierra Leone 

that same year (ComTrade 2017). 

Imports show aggregate growth of 

21 percent from 2010-2014. Thus, 

there is growing demand for domes-

tic producers to fill. The poultry in-

dustry consumes most of the coun-

try’s production and imports. Human consumption is limited to whole cobs around the harvest, corn flour, 

and small amounts of snacks like popcorn. Tonkolili is not among the top-producing areas, and thus is not a 

primary source for buyers. Seed multiplication farms are not apparent in the district, limiting access to seed. 

Domestic producers and traders are missing out on import substitution market opportunities due to low 

yields, small planting areas that limit total output, improper PHH that results in aflatoxin levels that exceed 

buyers’ standards, lack of information about market demand that leaves farmers without the motivation to 

plant the crop, fertilizer access and affordability challenges, and weak market linkages that relegate many 

farmers and traders to unprofitable or low value markets. Large domestic poultry firms are very interested in 

sourcing domestic maize rather than imports. Several such firms have partnered with NGOs (e.g., the 

USAID-funded SNAP project) to boost producers’ capacities and establish advance contracts with them, and, 

in some cases, offer pre-season credit. EAIN can expand this model to new beneficiary groups, while provid-

ing training on PHH and linking farmers to credit mechanisms that enable them to afford harvesting, drying 

and storage equipment that keep aflatoxin levels within buyer requirements. 

 

 

                                                      

6 The large value for maize flour imports, reported by Sierra Leone, is a bit of an aberration and should be verified by interviewing 

large traders and/or users of maize flour. The country reported $96 in imports in 2014 though trade partner exporters reported $247, 

599, and $707,217 in 2013 while trade partner exporters stated only 184,214. 
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B. END MARKET ANALYSIS 

1. EXPORT MARKETS 
Sierra Leone has exported a negligible amount maize, and is not currently doing so, given aflatoxin levels that 

exceed buyer standards in most markets, and low volumes of domestic production. ComTrade (2017) reports 

exports of grain to Poland only, in 2012 ($22,265), 2014 ($12,966) and 2015 ($7,786), for the past five-year 

period. The country is a net importer, and domestic producers must compete with those imports. With in-

creased yields and output, and PHH training for producers and traders (especially seed drying and storage), 

domestic producers and traders will be able to meet quantity and quality demands for broader, higher-value 

export markets. Of course, further analyses are needed to determine the return on investments for such up-

grades, and the relative profitability of directing increased output to export versus domestic markets. 

2. DOMESTIC MARKETS AND TRADE FLOWS 
Domestic markets consume the country’s production, which amounted to around 40 MT in 2013 MAFFS 

2015). Domestic demand, led by the poultry sector, vastly exceeds supply, with imports amounting to 597 MT 

of grain and other products, and 78 MT of milled products (flour, groats, starch)—about nine times domestic 

production. As noted, Sierra Leone’s reported maize product imports (grain, seed, flour, groats, starch) of 

nearly $2.439 million in 2015 (over 2.1 million in corn flour alone7), though trade partners report only 

$411,608 in exports to Sierra Leone that same year (ComTrade 2017). Though these figures differ widely, 

they both point to an import substitution opportunity, and one that is growing, with aggregate growth of 21 

percent from 2010-2014. The common consumer end markets are daily and weekly markets, street vendors 

and cottage industries that sell maize on the cob (raw, roasted or boiled), and rarely as grains. Traders gener-

ally aggregate and sell product to end market firms, and do not contract in advance with producers. However, 

a number of producer groups have direct contracts with poultry companies. Individual trader volumes are 

small, due to supply and credit constraints, and lack of links to high volume markets. Table 4 illustrates typical 

trader volumes, and indicates limited linkages between traders and poultry firms. 

Table 4: Exemplar Maize Trade Transactions at Mile 91, Yoni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District 

Trader Crops Unit Qty traded 

per year  

Cost price 

(Le) 

Sales price 

(Le) 

End market 

D.B. Maize  75kg bag 50 to 60 bags 120,000 to 

125,000 

150,000 to 

160,000 

Poultry (Pajal) 

Cup of dried grains   2,000 Seed for farm-

ers 

 

                                                      

7 The large value for maize flour imports, reported by Sierra Leone, is a bit of an aberration and should be verified by interviewing 

large traders and/or users of maize flour. The country reported $96 in imports in 2014 though trade partner exporters reported $247, 

599, and $707,217 in 2013 while trade partner exporters stated only 184,214. 
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C. VALUE CHAIN MAP, ACTORS AND FUNCTIONS 

 
Figure 3: Maize Value Chain Map, Sierra Leone 

1. RETAIL AND POULTRY PRODUCER END MARKETS 
Many producer groups reported selling fresh cobs directly to consumers at 

nearby daily and weekly markets. Market women also buy maize cobs from 

producer groups, and sell fresh cobs, dried cobs and seed in these markets, 

and by the roadside. Retailers sell fresh cobs for Le 500 to 1,000.  They sell 

dried cobs and seed primarily for planting. Retailers sell dried cobs at Le 

2,000 to 5,000 (depending on size), and Le 150,000 to Le 200,000 per 75kg 

bag. Farmers and traders may also sell direct to farmers for seed, at Le 

2,000 per cup or sachet of seeds (0.15/0.2kg respectively), or Le 1,000 per 

cob. Poultry producers buy maize grain from producer groups and traders. 

Some poultry firms contract with producers in advance, and at least one 

provides up front credit. NGO projects such as SNAP have facilitated 

linkages between larger producers and buyers, and have reported that poul-

try firms are now competing to purchase the output from farmers engaged 

in the project. Poultry firms advised the USAID (2015) team that produc-

ers often fail to dry the maize sufficiently, such that these firms have had 

to invest in infrastructure and labor to finish drying. They would pay higher prices for fully dried maize. 

2. EXPORT 
There is no current export from Sierra Leone, given volume and quality shortfalls, and lack of information to 

external market information to motivate exports, as noted.  Thus, this function is dormant in the maize VC.  
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3. PROCESSING AND PRODUCT MANUFACTURING 
There is no maize processing in the Tonkolili district. Freetown-based FINNIC, was producing maize flour 

but stopped, as consumers rejected flour made from domestic maize due to its poor cooking properties com-

pared to imported corn flour. More research is needed to determine whether this is due to the varietal, pro-

duction methods, and/or PHH. Additional research is also needed to ascertain growth opportunities for pro-

cessors, such as using domestic supply to produce institutional food aid products such as corn-soy blend. 

4. AGGREGATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
Only a few traders purchase from the Tonkolili district, largely due to its low supply, and credit constraints. 

The time and cost associated with transportation make sourcing small volumes inefficient. Producer groups 

that cultivate maize on their group and individual farms may aggregate and sell directly to poultry companies. 

5. PRODUCTION 
Smallholder production predominates, with most growing maize on a small area, and focusing more on rice 

and groundnut. Most producers who grow maize ranked it third in income generating potential, among 

EAIN’s target crops The producers the team surveyed generally cultivate maize on small plots of at most 1 

acre. They realize low yields due to poor soils,8 very limited use of fertilizers and, in some cases, low quality 

seed. On-farm yields are under 2t/ha of cobs or 75 kg seeds harvested for every 25 kg seeds planted. Groups 

that produce maize on group farms indicated they get about 10 to 15 bags per acre. Most producers indicated 

that they use Western Yellow with some using TZSR yellow, and use mostly saved versus purchased seed.  

Producers generally grow the crop once a year in April to harvest in August, mainly on upland ecologies. 

Only one of the producer groups (Masorie Farmers Association) indicated planting maize twice a year, with a 

second planting in September to harvest in December. The second planting may follow rice in moist ecolo-

gies (e.g., Inland Valley Swamp). Producers do not use fertilizer due to limited supply, and credit constraints 

in many cases. As noted, NAFFSL in Magburaka does not have nearly the amount of NPK (15:15:15) and 

urea fertilizers that farmers require. These cost about Le 200,000 for 50 kg bag, an amount that most farmers 

cannot afford without credit. Producers indicated that they sell fresh cobs at Le, 100,000 to Le 125,000 per 

75kgs bag for early harvest when maize is scarce, and Le 80,000 to 100,000 per bag when the produce is plen-

tiful. Cob price ranges from Le 300 to Le 1,000 depending on cob size. 

CONSTRAINTS 
There are two main constraints to maize business in Tonkolili district: seed and fertilizer supply. Producer 

groups invariably use own seeds and FBOs which have tried fertilizer applications find it uneconomical9. The 

                                                      

8 A special case is worth underlining is IVS unsuitability for food production in parts along Magburaka to Mabonto road. The available 
IVS are always flooded with stagnant water. The road work involved making culverts to allow free flow of water across the road. 
However, for a number of swamps along that road, the culverts are raised above the water line and this blocks water flow across the 
road from the swamp. The swamps have become flooded and uncultivatable. The affected farmers/FBOs desperately need road con-
struction help to lower the level of the metal culvert to allow easy drainage of the water so that the swamp is drained and become 
cultivatable 

9 Fothaneh Farmers Association: In 2015 the FBO received 24kg western yellow seeds and harvested 180kg seeds. In 2016 the group 
planted 24kg own seeds from 2015 farm and harvested 290kg seeds. They sold all to Mabonto women at Le 170,000 per 75 kg bag. 
Expected gross income was Le 657,333 but records given show Le 450,000. Also, fertilizer costs and transport was Le. 640,000. Maize 
production was therefore uneconomical business based on expected gross income; it gives a loss of Le 17,000. The poor yield was 
attributed to weak knowledge in maize planting techniques and the business was uneconomic due to fertilizer cost. Use of fertilizer for 
maize production was an economic disaster so the farmers are discouraged from maize production 
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fertilizer loans are repaid in kind at the rate of 1.5 bag of product for a bag of same product loaned. In an en-

vironment of low maize productivity, fertilizer loans are unattractive. FBOs lack drying floors, maize thresh-

ers and grain stores required for value addition, especially for the first harvest in the rainy season. Where 

productivity is high, aggregators could be linked to poultry firms to act as guaranteed off-takers of maize. 

D. CRITICAL SERVICES SPECIFIC TO MAIZE 
Seed, fertilizer and crop protection inputs: The NAFFSL store in Magburaka has no maize seeds. Seed 

Tech provides Western Yellow and TZSR yellow maize seeds, but reports that Tonkolili is a poor market for 

maize seeds. Seed Tech does not prioritize maize on its seed maintenance farms, or among its contract seed 

producers. Two other agrodealers interviewed in Tonkolili district do not sell maize seeds or agrochemicals. 

E. COOPERATION AND COMPETITION IN VC 
There are no formal market linkages between producer groups and ABCs, or between ABCs and FBOs, out-

side of the relationships between an ABC and their members. To promote collective marketing, there is an 

initiative by MAFFS to graduate ABCs to Cooperative levels. SLeCAD expressed concerns that the creation 

of ABC Cooperatives seems to focus largely on process issues (registration and certification with relevant na-

tional (e.g. MAFFs and MoTI) and local government institutions (e.g., District Councils) and less on key op-

erational requirements of increased and sustainable productivity required by end market demands. EAIN’s 

market-oriented focus can help address this area, 

F. END MARKET OPPORTUNITIES, CONSTRAINTS TO 

ACHIEVING THOSE, AND PRIORITY INTERVENTIONS 
Opportunities Constraints Interventions needed 

Import substitution  Low on-farm productivity Establish and facilitate contract farming 

Unaware of market size to 

tap into  

Pioneer market information systems 

Lack of inputs  Pioneer community agro dealerships 

Organize community seed multiplication schemes 

Cash strapped Foster beneficiary owned microcredit, linkages with lenders 

Collective marketing Inadequate storage facili-

ties 

Provide community assets: Grain stores and store management 

skills; post-harvest handling skills 

Weak market linkages Identify and publicize profitable markets;  

Lack of intra-VC actor co-

operation 

Organize and promote horizontal and vertical linkages 

Weak business knowledge Provide training in doing business better: record keeping, cost ac-

counting, banking; adult literacy/numeracy skills, weights and 

measures 

Value addition Poor/rudimentary facilities Establish food grade processing structures, machinery for maize 

flour production and provide skills training emphasizing Good Hy-

giene Practices  

Post-harvest pest damage Provide skills training in postharvest produce handing techniques 

(seed drying, storage/triple bagging  

Weak market access Introduce wholesale and retail packaging of processed products 

linked with Good Hygiene Practices 
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VI. RICE VC ANALYSIS 

A. OVERVIEW 
Rice is a priority crop for MAFFS, and the gov-

ernment’s national food security strategy is to 

achieve self-sufficiency in rice. According to 

MAFFS (2015) national production and milled 

rice requirements statistics, Sierra Leone 

achieved rice self-sufficiency beginning in 2010. 

However, it imports large volumes, and exports 

little. ComTrade (2017) indicates that the coun-

try reported 12,587 MT of imports in 2015, val-

ued at nearly $11.68 million, while trade part-

ners reported exporting over 311,538 MT of 

rice valued at over $101.67 million to Sierra Le-

one that year.10 This significant discrepancy be-

tween data from Sierra Leone and its supplying markets indicates that the field staff should confer with major 

importers to determine which figure is closer to actual  Table 5 indicates rice import figures for 2009-13, by 

MAFFS and by Spencer et al. (2014). Import expenditure are significant and huge loss in foreign exchange to 

the country. These figures clearly show a significant unmet demand for rice, and thus import substitution op-

portunities. Domestic actors also have an opportunity to improve the nutritional value of rice via parboiling, 

which is more common among imports, and preferred by consumers. 

Rice has always been a commodity of important political interest in Sierra Leone. For that reason, past and 

present governments have in one way or the other been actively involved with the rice economy during the 

past thirty years or so. Sierra Leone’s policy on rice has been inconsistent, tending to favor the assurance of 

low consumer prices especially during election years. For instance, the government has purchased imports 

directly, and provided licenses to a limited number of private importers, to control consumer prices. The pol-

icy to maintain low consumer prices that favor urban consumers but negatively impact rural rice producers. 

There is agreement across numerous studies that domestic rice production and processing can be competitive 

with imported rice. There are however several constraining issues and processes that need to be addressed to 

increase productivity and markets. They include: 

a) MAFFS’s dominant role in input supply and distribution, including fertilizer subsidies that discourage the 
emerging private sector from reaching its full potential,  
b) inadequate and late supply of quality inputs 
c) lack of spare parts and lack of training, which producer groups need to repair equipment such as rice mill 
d) lack of the necessary technical, business management, and financial/record keeping skills 
e) poor road conditions between producing areas and good markets 
f) lack of inappropriate labor-saving devices especially plowing tractor plowing expensive 

                                                      

10 The country’s reported 2014 imports in ComTrade (2017) amount to 28,601 MT valued at $15.38 million. This represents an aver-

age price of $537.87/MT, much lower than the average price of $927.87 for 2015 figures. The field team should validate historical 

prices with importers. 
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g) high rent for rice storage 
h) absence of credit/financing to expand current agribusiness activities.  
 

These can be improved by  

a) developing an effective network of inputs dealers and upgrading their technical, business/financial manage-
ment, and advocacy skills 
b) facilitating access to credit/financial services to expand existing businesses 
c) supporting adequate and proper storage and drying floors to reduce postharvest losses and improve the 
quality of milled rice 
d) supporting improvements of farm to market (ABCs) access roads 
e) Supporting relevant training for equipment operators – ABCs 
f) supporting study tours for selected business owners to selected West African countries to learn best prac-
tices and integrate Sierra Leone with other member states of the Economic Community of West African 
States (ECOWAS) 
g) facilitating introduction of proper packaging, and labeling of products (fertilizer, seeds, milled rice), stand-
ard weights and measures, quality control, and use of cell phone and radios in addition to the current system 
of relying on friends and relatives for prices. 
h) separating varieties and grades varieties, properly drying the grain without any foreign matter (such as 
stones and sand), milling the husk rice at the correct moisture content, and using efficient rice mills. 

The sale of rice produced in Tonkolili is currently limited to the domestic market, largely due to inferior qual-

ity relative to imports. However, emerging private companies, including Mountain Lion Rice in neighboring 

Bombali district, have modern processing and cleaning equipment that positions them to process large quan-

tities of quality rice. This rice could supply domestic markets to replace imports, and exported, perhaps start-

ing with regional markets such as Mano River Union (MRU) and ECOWAS.  

B. END MARKET ANALYSIS 

1. EXPORTS 
International trade databases report negligible exports and indicate that Sierra Leone is a net importer to 

global exporters. ComTrade (2017) has exports reported by Sierra Leone from 2012-16, though it indicates 

that Guinea reported imports from Sierra Leone of 2.93 MT valued at $1,502, while the U.S. stated imports 

of 1.57 MT valued at $2,645 in 2016. Other sources indicate cross-border trade that is not captured in official 

trade databased. For example, Spencer et al. (2014) report that traders from Guinea and Mali buy rice from 

the Bamoi Periodic Market in the Kambia. Tonkolili is located in the central part of Sierra Leone, but its rice 

may travel to these export markets via traders. Tonkolili is an end market for imports, and thus producers 

must compete with different grades of white and parboiled imports. The team visited Makeni and Magburaka 

markets and found imports with quality ranging from 5%, 25%, to 100% broken grades, with parboiled in the 
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25% broken grade. This suggests that the Sierra Leone market absorbs all qualities of rice, providing opportu-

nities for producers and processors of various sophistication. Table 5 shows national rice requirements, level 

of self-sufficiency, and imports during the past five years for which import figures are available.11 

Table 5: Sierra Leone National Rice Requirement, Self-Sufficiency, and Imports (2009-13) 

Year National Requirement 

(Milled Rice in MT) 

Rice Self-Suffi-

ciency (%) 

Rice Imports (MT)* Rice Imports (MT)** 

2009 583,225 91 143,814 106,273 

2010 597,667 103 89,581 103,498 

2011 609,023 111 386,754 -- 

2012 620,595 110 59,502 196,389 

2013 632,385 119 58,696 237,367 

Sources: * MAFFS Statistics SL; ** Spencer et al. (2014)  
FAOSTATS, NRA Data Base 2012-13.  104 kg/capita/annum consumption figure  

 

Table 6 shows market prices collected by the team, and indicates that India, Pakistan, Thailand and Uruguay 

are the primary sources. The wholesale cost for 25% broken rice to Makeni is estimated at $603.00 per MT 

according to Spencer et al. (2014).    

Table 6: Representative Wholesale Rice Sold in Makeni Market 

Grade Country Imported 

% Broken Uruguay India Thailand* Pakistan 

 25kg 50kg 25kg 50kg 25kg 50kg 25kg 50kg 

5** - - 115,000 230,000 - - 115,000 230,000 

 

- - 115,000 230,000 - - 115,000 230,000 

25*** 90,000 - - - - - - - 

100 95,000 185,000 - - 130,000 260,000 90,000 180,000 

* Jasmine; ** Parboiled; *** Re-bagged (original bag Le 95,000)     

Various analyses carried by Africa Rice, including recent marketing studies (Spencer et al., 2014) indicate that 
Sierra Leone has a comparative advantage in regional trade. That includes the four countries of the Mano 
River Union (MRU) and the wider 15 member states of the Economic Community of West African States 
(ECOWAS).  

                                                      

11 Except for 2009, imports reported by MAFFS and Spencer et al. (2014) are quite different. MAFFS’ import figures tend to reflect 

the level of self-sufficiency it reported. Considering the importance of rice in Sierra Leone’s economy and the significant policy impli-

cations that imports have on local rice production, it is recommended that these figures be reconciled. 
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2. DOMESTIC MARKETS AND TRADE FLOWS 
As noted prior, rice is a highly demanded commodity and imports are sizeable. 

ComTrade (2017) indicates that the country reported 12,587 MT of imports in 

2015, valued at nearly $11.68 million, while trade partners reported exporting over 

311,538 MT of rice valued at over $101.67 million to Sierra Leone that year.12 As 

noted, the wide range necessitates conferring with major importers. Per capita con-

sumption of rice has increased from about 4% per year in the 1980s to over 6% 

now. This is due mainly to the rise in incomes and corresponding changes in die-

tary patterns particularly tied to urbanization, the availability of different quality 

grades, easy storage, and easy coking. Using the per capita rice consumption in Ta-

ble 1, 104 kg., the estimated 2013 milled rice requirement across the country’s esti-

mated 6.1 million residents at the time was 632,385 metric tons (MT). A Sierra Le-

one Agricultural Research Institute (SLARI) study estimated per capita rice con-

sumption of 114 kg/annum (SLARI, 2015), indicating domestic demand of 

738,647 MT. 

Wholesale traders sell only imported rice while many retailers (mainly women) sell both imported and local 

rice. There seems to be a consumer preference for local rice (which is mostly parboiled) especially if it is of 

good quality (destoned) and parboiled, because of taste and nutritional content. Domestic parboiled rice ap-

peared to be of comparable quality grade to that of the imported parboiled rice. The nutritional advantage of 

parboiled rice over white rice is a major reason Mountain Loin Rice sells only parboiled rice   

Table 7 shows trade flows and prices for husk/paddy and milled rice from Tonkolili. ABCs and FBOs are the 

main producers and sellers of rice from farms. Farmers may sell to sell to FBOs, other groups or traders. 

FOS may sell their rice through ABCs, which sell rice to traders in their villages, Magburaka, Makeni, Mile 91, 

and Freetown (Figure 4). Farmers sell most of their rice as paddy, but those who are in ABCs can have it 

milled and sell it individually, or through the ABC.  

Mile 91 in Tonkolili District is a major hub for the local rice trade. According to Spencer et.  al. (2014), rice 

flows from the major bolilands in the Chiefdoms of Yoni, Kholifa Mabang, Kholifa Rowala and Gbonkon-

lenken. The team visited some of those areas. Mile 91 is located in the middle of the bolilands rice area and 

has the advantage of being a nodal town linking roads from the bolilands farms with highways leading to the 

major deficit/consuming areas of Freetown, Bo, Kenema and Koidu. Rice traders use that advantage in as-

sembling in large stores at the mills in Mile 91 the paddy rice bought in the remote nearby farms. It is at Mile 

91 the rice is parboiled, milled, packaged and shipped to end market destinations in Freetown, Bo, and 

Kenema. 

 

 

 

                                                      

12 See previous footnote 
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Table 7: Major Local Rice Producers and Wholesale and Retail Prices Husk and Milled Rice. 

Organizations Customers/Wholesale Markets Retail Market Prices 

(milled rice) 

Agricultural Busi-

ness Centers; Farm-

ers Groups/Federa-

tions 

Local Market Urban Markets (Magburaka, Makeni, Free-

town, Mile 91) 

Urban (mostly & 

sold/cup) 

-FBOs sell husk rice to ABCs at Le 

60,000-80,000 per Le70-75,000kg 

bag  

-ABCs sell husk rice to traders at Le 80,000-

90,000 per Le70-75,000kg 

 

 

 

Imported white 

Buy Le1,200  

Sell: Le1,500 

 

Parboil: 

Buy local: Le1,100-1,200 

and sell Le1,200-1,500 

Imported: 

Sell Le1,200-1,800 

ABC: 

 -buys Le100,000 per Le70kg in 

May-Aug; sells at Le130,000 

- sells milled rice between Le150-

180,000/50kg 

-Traders buy between Le80-90,000 from 

ABCs, mill the rice & sell at Le280,000/70kg 

WFP bought 100 bags at Le 120,000 per 

25kg; Le175, 000/50kg. 

--buy at Le120,000/bushel  

--sell at Le130-135,000/bushel 

--buy at Le120,000/bushel 

--sell at Le168,000/bushel 

-Buy Le70,000-100,000/bu 

Private Rice Compa-

nies 

Buy paddy at Le 50-70,000/bushel Sell milled parboil at Le200,000/50kg (sells 

to public at about Le10,000 less than local 

markets price). 

Sold 740 MT to WFP in 2015 @$650.00/MT 

(higher price to organizations/government).  

 

C. VALUE CHAIN STRUCTURE, ACTORS, FUNCTIONS AND 

DYNAMICS 
 

 

Figure 4: Rice Value Chain Map, Sierra Leone 
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1. RETAIL 

 
Most retailers sell milled rice – white or parboiled, of different grades (percent broken). All transactions at the 

retail level are on a cash basis. Retailers use the same cups for selling milled rice in the urban towns and in 

rural areas. Retailers are generally women, and are sometimes assisted by girls and young boys, aged less than 

18 years old. The women display the rice along with other items on small tables. They spend most of the day 

standing and enticing potential customers to buy from them. The team’s observation is that these women go 

through a hard long day with sometimes hardly making the equivalent of one-dollar profit per day. The retail-

ers interviewed have been in business from about only five months to over 10 years. Traders may also sell 

dried paddy rice direct to farmers at planting time to use as seed.   

2. MANUFACTURING AND SECONDARY PROCESSING 
This is very limited in the domestic value chain. Bennimix produces cereal mixes primarily intended for in-

fants and young children, which contain rice. It prioritizes local sourcing but has been replacing rice with sor-

ghum to improve nutritional content. Thus, its demand for rice has decreased relative to its past demand. 

Rice is also processed into flour in the market and outside the market for making food such as rice bread.  

3. WHOLESALE TRADING 
Domestic rice traders aggregate rice from production areas and transport it to larger markets and processors. 

Those that purchase domestic product may buy husked rice and have it milled, and/or milled rice. Imported 

rice traders purchase imports and sell at wholesale in markets. Both men and women participate in wholesale 

trading. Most traders the team met who are from Tonkolili, source from surrounding villages, and sell at 

nearby markets and direct to farmers (for seed). The team also met traders who travel from other districts, 

and take Tonkolili’s rice to urban markets such as Freetown. Traders not report using advance contracts, 

though many purchased from the same producers and producer groups regularly. 

4. PRIMARY PRCESSING   
Primary processing may be done before or after aggre-

gation. It involves fully drying husked rice, then remov-

ing the chaff and other foreign matter (coming mostly 

from drying floors) prior to milling. Women often do 

this manually. Farmer groups, individual traders, and 

larger processors undertake this function. Except for the 

Mountain Lion Company, the quality of the milled rice 

is poor, especially related to high foreign matter. This is 

a major reason for the generally lower price of local ver-

sus imported parboiled rice.  

ABCs generally have rice mills and destoning machines, 

though the destoning machines fail to remove signifi-

cant debris. The mills are the small size, able to process 

200-250 kg/hour. ABCs often lack the resources and capacity to maintain these, resulting in some having to 

cease milling short- or long-term. Those that have functioning mills sell milling services to non-members and 

traders. Sanitation is problem in most of the ABC and FBO warehouses, negatively impacting quality further. 
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The team met with a female trader in Makeni who also operates a rice mill with her husband and has parboil-

ing equipment. They mill for others at Le12,000 per 60 kg. They sell bran to poultry producers. 

The Mountain Lion Rice Company has high-capacity processing equipment and excellent destoning ma-

chines. Its three rice mills can process 2 MT/hr capacity, and it has a 400 bu/day capacity mechanical paddy 

drier for rice harvested during the rainy season. The company parboils all its rice because of its better nutri-

tional and health values. The owner stated that he was unable to obtain a loan when they had a contract from 

WFP’s Purchase for Progress (P4P) Program, for 470 mt milled rice in 2015. He had to borrow money from 

a friend, at a rate that consumed most the profit, and still was not able to fulfil the contract. They sell their 

bran from milling to poultry businesses at Le20,000 per bag, but the chaff is mostly left to waste  

Operators of ABC and independent small-scale mills tend to be middle-aged men, while the women’s role is 

mostly limited to cleaning the rice paddy prior to milling. The team did not see much youth participation in 

this activity These men work very hard to keep their old mills functional since they depend a lot on them for 

generating cash for their groups and families. The team saw ABC mill operators sweating profusely in the 

poorly ventilated building holding other materials including rice paddy to be milled, and other equipment.. 

ABC mill operators tend to have insufficient training do not follow any routine maintenance schedules. 

5. PRIMARY AGGREGATION    
Rice producers sell to farmer groups and traders, and groups and traders aggregate rice in bags. If they buy 

husk rice and are not selling it for seed, they will have it milled, by an ABC or private mill. Traders who sell 

outside Tonkolili transport the rice to their markets (Magburaka, Makeni, Mile 91 and Freetown primarily), 

using public transport. There they re-package and sell to their customers. ABCs may store rice to sell when 

prices rise. Those who sell in Tonkolili may also store rice in a private store or in their homes, particularly if 

they are selling it for seed. Women are well-represented among individual rice traders. 

6. PRODUCER GROUPS 
The team met with ABCs, FBOs, and a private rice company that has a contract production group. ABCs and 

FBOs are discussed in the groundnut chapter.  The private company has contract farmers or out-growers to 

whom they provide seeds and tractor plowing services. Payment is in-kind with equal amount of paddy to 

that supplied. The company does not provide fertilizer because it wants to minimize the production costs. 

For that reason, it will no longer provide NERICA seeds to its out-growers but only PaKiamp, which does 

well even without fertilizer unlike NERICA types.  

7. PRODUCTION AND POSTHARVEST HANDLING      
Smallholders predominate and grow rice as a primary crop. Some large farms and outgrower schemes exist. 

Rice production is mostly done in the Inland Valley Swamps (IVS) and bolilands. The latter are naturally 

flooded areas with fresh water during the rainy season. The producers interviewed stated that they use tradi-

tional plowing methods but grow improved varieties of NERICA L16, 19, 20 and Pakiamp (ROK 34). Soils 

in the bolilands are quite heavy to plow manually but tractor plowing is quite expensive (Le 60-65,000/hour; 

Le 80,000/acre). They apply a complete fertilizer (15-15-15 NPK) and urea although not in the correct doses 

partly because fertilizer is expensive and also not available most times. Rice is the crop that seems to be 

mostly widely fertilized. Most of the upland soils the team saw are generally poor in fertility. Production con-

straints include lack of new areas due to cultivate, due to encroachment onto arable lands by urbanization. 
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This requires significant investments to transform production practices towards modern small-scale irrigated 

rice production technology. 

Both men and women, including youth, participate in production. In general, men perform the more labor 

demanding tasks like plowing. Women and youth do most of the weeding. Post-harvest handling is also done 

by both men and women and comprises threshing and drying at the farm level. 

One outgrower and contract firm provides mostly rice seed. He purchased and registered his site.  They have 

been impacted by delays associated with regulation and duty waivers on imported equipment. They are fairly 

well equipped, with a 100 x 50 sq. ft. processing warehouse, two custom-made tractors, two generators, three 

rice mills and more. Financing to expand business and transactions is a major constraint.     

8. INPUT/SERVICE PROVIDERS SPECIFIC TO RICE 
Rice seed is a focus for MAFFS and private dealers. SMP, housed under MAFFS, is the biggest seed supplier 

and is under MAFFS. It uses two MAFFS projects for seed multiplication, and offers in-kind credit, requiring 

two bushels of rice for each bag fertilizer. It contracts FBOs to produce the seed. Agrodealers also and some 

ABCs also produce seed. also dominates the fertilizer business and is another major constraint due to inade-

quate and timely supply. Fertilizer supply is characterized in the introduction. 

D. CRITCAL INPUTS AND SERVICES SPECIFIC TO RICE 
 
Integrated pest management is recommended and most common. This is partly because the chemicals are ex-

pensive but also for safety concerns especially for smallholder farmers – the majority not able to read and 

write. The use of crop protection chemicals is generally limited to controlling certain pests especially when 

there is an outbreak. Until a few years back, tractor-plowing services were housed under MAFFS, and used 

mainly for bolilands that have heavy soils. However, the private sector has assumed this service. Smallholder 

financing is available only from ABCs and FBOs; and some individual traders who provide cash to farmers 

before harvest. Traders may recover these loans at harvest time when the price of the rice paddy is low, leav-

ing farmers no better off. 

E. COOPERATION AND COMPETITION IN VC  
 
At the level of trade, there is fierce completion between traders of local rice and imported rice, especially 

given the former’s more organized marketing channels and better quality. There are six main importers of 

rice, who hold considerable market power and could be prices setters. The price of local rice is often based 

on the price of imported rice, indicating the market power of the importers. There appears to be some coop-

eration among local traders. For example, some rice buyers voluntarily provided contact information for oth-

ers. This may be due to the fact that traders have limited transport access, which effectively dictates market 

boundaries across those in different villages. Individual producers cooperate horizontally by forming groups, 

and some groups cooperate horizontally by forming ABCs, as noted. 
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F. CONSTRAINTS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND PROPOSED 

INTERVENTIONS. 
 

Constraints Opportunities Priority Interventions 

Lack of credit/financing to:    

- Purchase fertilizer 

- Expand storage facilities 

- Fulfil rice purchase contracts 

such as for WFP 

Credit/financing 1. Apply fertilizer to raise yields 

2. Setup financing mechanisms with institu-

tions   

Non-to-limited technical, business and 

financial management skills of input 

dealers and traders.  

Input dealers/traders not having 

relevant institutional and capacity 

skills   

1. Supporting an inputs dealers network and 

relevant training, including simple business 

plans and record keeping.  

Poor quality of milled rice  Potential for rice import substitu-

tion 

Provide better drying floors/methods, intro-

duce destoning machines, and facilitate train-

ing on ensuring minimum foreign matter in 

the rice paddy and milling grain at correct 

moisture content.  

Absence of standardized weights and 

measures  

Standardizing weights and 

measures instruments.   

Facilitate the introduction of standard 

weights and measures.   

Poor packing and labeling Incorporating quality Promote introduction of acceptable packag-

ing materials properly labelled.  

Dominant role of MAFFS in input sup-

ply and distribution. 

Replacing MAFFS dominant role in 

inputs by the private sector. 

Facilitate development of a viable inputs pri-

vate sector. 

*Potential partners – SOBA, SLARI, MAFFS, Africa Rice, West and Central African Council for Ag Research and De-

velopment (CORAF/WECARD), which is implementing a 5-year USAID FTF regional seed alliance program; and the 
International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC), which has a regional USAID FTF program on fertilizer.   
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 VII. VEGETABLE VC ANLYSIS 

A. OVERVIEW 
 

EAIN’s target vegetable are chili pepper, okra, pumpkin/squash (hard orange-flesh types) and sweet potato. 

The former two have strong markets, with chilies being one of the country’s few vegetable exports. The 

lattertwo have smaller markets, ), and were selected primarily for their nutritional value. The team found that 

pumpkin/squash was rare in markets during the study period (December), when SPRING (2016) indicates 

long-duration pumpkin would be available. For sweet potato, EAIN intends to focus on orange-fleshed sweet 

potato (OFSP) varieties, which are not currently produced domestically and were not sold in markets the 

team visited. The team analyzed current sweet potato types—red flesh/white skin and brown flesh/yellow 

skin, as indicators of sweet potato demand. Harvest Plus (2012) reports that farmer and consumers generally 

readily accept OFSP when introduced, though social and behavioral change communications (SBC) are often 

incorporated in projects that introduce these varieties to ensure successful production and marketing 

outcomes. EAIN will need to conduct additional research to understand current producer and consumer 

willingness to accept OFSP and implement SBC accordingly. EAIN should also support efforts to build total 

sweet potato demand, so that domestic producers of white/yellow flesh are not pushed out of the market by 

OFSP, and thus negatively affected by OFSP. 

Horticulture development has potential to improve food security and nutrition and benefit a large number of 

women in rural areas, who represent the majority of producers. At present, the sector is weak, with 

production relying on very small plots, averaging ¼ of an acre, and very limited use of improved seeds, 

fertilizer, and pesticides. Tonkolili producers are at a comparative disadvantage relative to larger vegetable 

production areas such as Koinadugu, as Tonkolili has a higher need for irrigation across the year, which, if 

used, would production costs to the 

point where prices would not be 

competitive. In addition to credit 

constraints that affect all sectors, the 

vegetable sector is also challenged by 

the high cost of labor, lack of a proper 

cold chain and poor market linkages. 

Producers tend to sell vegetables 

individually rather than aggregating 

them as a group like rice, maize and 

groundnut. They take them to local 

markets where they lack bargaining 

power due to the small number of 

buyers, and farmers’ need to sell their 

crop to earn much-needed immediate 

income and avoid loss via spoilage. 

Crops that store well without 

refrigeration, such as dried chilies, 
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squash/pumpkin and sweet potato, help producers address cold chain and loss issues, and store to sell off 

season at higher prices—if they can afford to do so. 

Trade data indicate the country is a net importer (ComTrade 2015). In 2014, total reported vegetable imports 

amounted to $8.65 million (48 percent higher than 2010); while exports were valued at $217,733 (about 20 

percent less than 2010). This represents nearly a 40-fold difference. Among the target crops included in trade 

databases, in 2014, reported chili pepper imports were $3,882 and imports were $23,133 (mostly dried 

chilies)—a six-fold difference. This indicates import substitution and export market opportunities. 

Self-consumption of market-oriented vegetables can be low among producers, as they need income and try to 

sell as much as they can. It is important to ensure producers grow a variety of vegetables, and receive training 

on the economic value of retaining a portion for self-consumption, or purchasing a nutritious selection at the 

market, in order to drive improved nutrition. 

B. END MARKET ANALYSIS 

1. EXPORT 
As indicated prior, Sierra Leone is a net importer of vegetables, 

with very small exports. Among the target crops chili pepper is 

one of the few exports, but reported imports far exceed exports. 

In 2014, official trade data indicate exports of $3,882 in 2014 and 

imports of $23,133 (mostly dried chilies; ComTrade 2015). Actual 

exports are likely higher, as cross border trade to countries like 

Guinea may not be accurately captured in trade databases. How-

ever, it is clear that the country has both significant opportunities 

in import substitution (for the same or interchangeable crops), 

and export growth.  

2. DOMESTIC MARKETS AND TRADE FLOWS 
Domestic markets consume much of Tonkolili’s production. 

Overall imports were 48 percent higher in 2015 than 2010, 

indicating demand growth that domestic producers can tap 

(ComTrade 201). Chilies and okra are seen widely in urban and 

rural markets. Sweet potatoes are well represented, but less so than chilies and okra, and only white- and 

yellow-flesh varieties are marketed now. Pumpkin and squash are not as widely retailed, and a few varieties 

predominate where it is sold. SPRING (2015) reports that self-consumption is high, and demand is strong. 

Further research is needed to determine the potential increased demand for purchased squash and pumpkin. 

OFSP is not sold domestically. EAIN will need to conduct additional research to understand consumer 

willingness to accept OFSP and should support efforts to build total sweet potato demand, so that domestic 

producers of white/yellow flesh are not pushed out of the market by OFSP, and thus negatively affected by 

OFSP. 
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C. VALUE CHAIN STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, ACTORS AND 

DYNAMICS 

 
Figure 5: Vegetable Value Chain Map, Sierra Leone 

1. RETAIL AND FOODSERVICE 
Retail marketing for domestic production is centered at weekly markets (lumas), daily markets and petty trade, 

with lesser volumes sold at supermarkets. Vegetables such as krain and other greens are common in dishes at 

restaurants. Retailers generally sell vegetables by volume, not by weight. They market chilies, okra and sweet 

potatoes in small piles, dried chilies in small sachets or cups, and squash/pumpkin as whole items and in , 

unwrapped pieces. Selling by volume, not weight results in selling non-standard units for the same price, 

reducing revenue and profits for retailers and other VC 

actors. The team found that retailers sell chilies in small 

cups of about 25g (weighed by the team, not retailers), 

for about Le 1,000 during the dry season and 2,000 in the 

rainy season. The team estimated that retailers would earn 

15 percent profit on each 25 kg bag, if sold by weight. 

Most retailers are “market women” who rent tables in 

open markets, and may sell only vegetables, or vegetables 

and other target EAIN crops. However, some producers, 

particularly those by mining areas, reported selling their 

crop direct to consumers at nearby markets. 
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2. MANUFACTURING/ PROCESSING 
There is negligible processing of vegetables, apart from drying chilies, which is typically done by producers. 

Lack of a cold chain, and the cost of processing facilities, constrain processing. Thus, this function is not ac-

tive in the vegetable VC. 

3. TRADING 
Most producers reported taking their vegetables to nearby 

weekly markets, where they sell them to aggregators; or 

selling them to aggregators who happen to come to their 

villages. Farmers may also bring their vegetables to these 

markets and sell them to aggregators, who sell them to other 

districts. A women’s producer group that specialized in 

vegetables reported selling as a group, though few producer 

groups indicated that they do such collective marketing as 

they do for other EAIN target crops. Lack of transport is 

one reason producers sell to local traders rather than 

aggregating and delivering to urban markets. The average 

distance from the farm to market is 8.2 km in the Tonkolili 

district (MAFFS, SSL, J-PAL/IPA 2011), and may producers rely on transport such as a motorbike, allowing 

them to carry limited amounts to market.  

The team did not find dedicated vegetable wholesale stores at larger markets such as the Makeni market, 

Rather, traders take these directly to market retailers and/or sell them from their vehicles, in the wholesale 

market parking area. The team found that traders sell a 25kg bag of chilies for an average of Le 180,000, with 

price ranging from 150,000 to 200,000 across the rainy and dry seasons. Traders are both men and women, 

with few youth apparent in this role. In some cases, women who are also retailers at markets serve as traders, 

traveling to villages to aggregate product, and selling it both retail and wholesale. 

4. PRODUCER GROUPS  
Most producer groups whose members grow vegetables also produce the other target EAIN crops, with veg-

etables being a smaller focus than rice and groundnut in particular. Thus, content on producer groups in the 

groundnut chapter applies here. Some groups, particularly women’s-focused groups, specialize in vegetables 

and provide for aggregated marketing and training specific to vegetables. Some also have VSLAs that enable 

members to purchase quality seeds. 

5. PRODUCTION AND POST-HARVEST HANDLING 
Producers cultivate vegetables on small plots, preferentially using swampy areas. There are two growing 

seasons, the dry season, from October to April, and the rainy season from May to September. Producers may 

intercrop vegetables with other target EAIN crops such as maize and groundnuts. Producers use labor-

intensive methods due to lack of access and affordability of mechanized equipment, for tasks such as land 

preparation; and the use of hand tools for tasks like weeding. Producers face challenges accessing and 

affording seeds, particularly for high-value “exotic” crops (e.g. tomatoes, cucumber), and reported using 

saved chilies and okra, or purchasing dried chilies and okra from the market, for planting when needed. Many 

producers reported using manure for fertilization, and indicated that crop protection products are most likely 

to be used on vegetables than other EAIN target crops. Low-input methods, inferior seed and lack of 
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technical knowledge result in poor yields. Women bear the brunt of labor involved in vegetable production, 

from planting through post-harvest. USAID (2015) indicated that women represent 85% of production labor. 

Post-harvest processing is minimum, consisting of drying chilies and curing sweet potatoes.  Farmers sell 

fresh chili pepper for an average of Le. 100,000/25 kg bag. During the harvest season, the price can go as low 

as Le. 50,000/bag, and rise to 180,000 in the dry season. 

D. CRITICAL INPUTS AND SERVICES 
 

Apart from the cross-VC factors discussed in the introduction, producers face challenges affording certified, 

quality vegetable seeds. Unlike rice and groundnut, vegetables are not a priority for seed multiplication by 

MAFFS/SMP. Private firms sell the vast majority of vegetable seeds. Producers tend to use saved seed or 

seed purchased from retailers, which is of unknown quality and varietal. Fresh Salone is working to trial vege-

table varieties to identify those that are best adapted to Tonkolili, and determine best management practices 

for the growing environment. They are initiating trials of OFSP that will inform EAIN’s introduction of the 

crop to producers. EAIN should consider ways to support seed multiplication of vegetables. 

E. KEY OPPORTUNITIES, CONSTRAINTS AND INTERVENTIONS 
 

Crop End Market Opportunities Constraints Intervention Areas 

All vegetables - Import substitution and urban 

markets 

- Off-season sales (storable crops) 

- Diversify markets to improve 

bargaining power 

- value addition 

- Sell by weight, not volume, to 

optimize profits 

- Limited links to traders 

- Transport costs limit market 

access 

- Cash constraints and lack of 

cold chain requiring producers to 

sell upon harvest 

- Link producers to traders and facilitate 

contracting 

- Facilitate producer group investment in 

shared transport to end markets 

- Identify profitable value-added items, 

build production and marketing capacity 

- Support expansion of producer credit 

mechanisms such as MFIs VSLA and value 

chain financing 

Chili Pepper - Dried chili for domestic and ex-

port markets 

- Export of fresh and dried chilies 

- Varietal differentiation focusing 

on higher-value varieties 

- Lack of information about ex-

port market demand 

- Lack of proper storage for 

dried chilies 

-- Lack of varietal separation 

- Obtain and disseminate information on 

export market demand 

- Train on higher-value varietals: seed 

identification and markets 

Okra -See “all vegetables” - Lack of cold chain 

 

 

 

 

Pumpkin/Squash Highly consumed at home, indicat-

ing potential for increased sales, 

needs more research 

- Increased interest in nutritious 

foods 

- Increased production for self-

consumption reduces food ex-

penditure/cash income needs 

- Not perceived as a key market 

crop by producers or retailers 

- Selling cut pieces increases risk 

of spoilage and contamination 

- SBCC and marketing to increase con-

sumption at markets 

- Train sellers to wrap cut pieces 

 

Vegetables: Sweet Po-

tato (OFSP) 

- Increased interest in nutritious 

foods. Need to determine if con-

sumers will pay premium versus 

yellow/white flesh 

- Replace less-nutritious imports 

in markets (not negatively impact-

ing domestic producers of 

white/yellow flesh) 

- OFSP not produced or sold 

- Producers tend to sell crop vs. 

consume, to earn income 

- Prioritize Fresh Salone crop trials 

- Initiate widespread SBC to raise pro-

ducer and consumer awareness of OFSP 

and its benefits 

- Build total sweet potato demand so do-

mestic producers of white/yellow flesh do 

not get pushed out of market 
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VIII. INPUTS AND SERVICES 
 
Figure 6 shows the input and service value chains into Tonkolili 

 

 

Figure 6: Input and Service Value Chain 

 

A. INPUTS 
 
Seeds, fertilizers, agrochemicals, equipment, and labor comprise the main components of agricultural inputs. 

They are mainly used to improve soil fertility, control pests and raise crop productivity. Services provided by 

value chain actors complement inputs, such as tractor services. The target VCs – rice, maize, groundnuts, and 

vegetables have different requirements for these inputs as discussed below.  

1. SEEDS 
Seeds are the primary constituents in agricultural production. True “seeds” are produced by following certain 

protocols which help to ensure that farmers achieve optimum yields and increase crop production. In Sierra 

Leone rice, maize, and groundnut seeds are essentially ‘composite.’ They are produced by Plant Breeders in 
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the Sierra Leone Agricultural Research Institute (SLARI) in collaboration with International Agricultural Re-

search Centers (IARCs). The breeders provide ‘breeder’ seed, which is used to produce ‘foundation’ seed 

from which ‘certified’ seeds are generated. In the case of vegetables, Seed Tech International and other Com-

panies import ‘hybrid’ seeds which are developed by foreign companies. These are higher yielding and also 

have added quality traits not present in composite seeds. But the farmers have to buy new seed every year in 

order to obtain the expected high yields, unlike composite seeds which farmers can grow for 2-3 years with-

out losing much in productivity. 

Severely limited availability and access to im-

proved seed were found to be major con-

straints among farmers. In Sierra Leone, the 

government, through its Seed Multiplication 

Program (SMP) under MAFFS, dominates the 

seed sector (Table 8). Resource constraints limit 

government-led production, resulting in insuffi-

cient supply. (The country’s demand for seed 

has not been verified, leaving MAFFS unable to 

plan for requisite supply production. An assess-

ment done in nine countries in West Africa by 

USAID/West Africa’s Seed Alliance concluded 

that none of the countries met 20% of rice and 

maize seed requirements.) Therefore, many 

farmers still rely mainly on planting grain they 

reserve, or purchase from emerging agrodealers 

(Table 9), local traders and farmer groups. As 

such, what farmer refer to as “seed” is often 

simply grain, not true “seed.” Such poor quality seeds/grains are widespread in the market, leading to low 

yields, and buyers have no recourse in the event of pest-contaminated seed or low germination.  

Table 8: Quantities (Bushels) of Rice Seed Distributed by the Seed Multiplication Program in 2016/17 for Further Seed 

Production by Two MAFFS Projects* 

Admin Level Rice Urea NPK (15-15-15) 

Tonkolili 2,870 893 2,266 

National 11,540 1,419 5,986 

*Linking Farmers to Markets (LFM) and West Africa Agricultural Productivity Program (WAAPP); In Tonkolili the two projects con-
tracted 96 FBOs (Farmer Based Organizations) to produce the seed. The fertilizer is for production of the seed; maize seed is distrib-
uted to the District Agricultural Offices. 

 

The SMP works through two MAFFS projects (Linking Farmers to Markets and West Africa Agricultural 

Productivity Program – WAAPP) to produce rice seed. These projects contract Farmer Based Organizations 

(FBOs) to produce the seed. The most common varieties of rice farmers plant are Pakiamp (ROK 34 – suita-

ble for uplands, bolilands, and IVS) and NERICA L19 and 20 (for bolilands and IVS). For maize, the SMP 

works through Agriculture District Offices. However, field inspections for compliance with seed production 

norms is done by the recently established Serra Leone Seed Certification Agency (SLeSCA) of MAFFS but 
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housed at SLARI. These arrangements function through an input loan and repayment basis. Contract produc-

tion farmers must provide two (2) bushels of rice at harvest for each bag of 50 kg fertilizer they receive from 

SMP. The recovery rate is between 80-90%. The SMP informed the team that it has not been buying seed re-

cently because of lack of funds. The SMP also noted that they cannot satisfy the country’s seed requirement 

due to cash and logistical constraints.  

Table 9: Agricultural Inputs Marketed (Le) by Selected Agrodealers in Tonkolili, Sierra Leone 

Business 

Name 

 Fertilizer* Rice Maize  G. Nuts 

Purchase 

Price  

Sale Price Purchase 

Price 

Sale Price Purchase 

Price 

Sale Price Purchase 

Price 

Sale Price 

Seed Tech ? 250,000       

Project 4L 

@ Mile 91 

200,000  - 100,000 per 

70kg 

100,000 

per 50kg 

155,000 per 

70kg 

165,000 

per 70kg 

120,000 per 

70kg 

150,000 per 

70kg 

Recycling 

Store Gen 

Merchant* 

140,000 

175,000 

170,000 

200,000 

- - - - - - 

Maserifu 

Farmers 

Services** 

120,000 150,000 120,000 per 

50kg 

140,000 

per 50kg 

120,000 per 

75 kg 

150,000 

per 75 kg 

180,000 per 

50kg 

230,000 per 

50kg 

         

Fertilizer is in 50 kg bags; Le 120,000-140,000 MAFFS prices  

* Bought over 800 bags & 400 bags from private inputs dealer; currently sells only fertilizer  

**Also sells vegetable seeds (buy Le10,000/cup and sells at Le15,000/cup) 

 

Market distortion impacts private sector development. The main customers for rice seed are the Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO), WFP, and NGOs such as Caritas and Madam. For groundnuts, the main 

customers are also NGOs and donor-funded projects. This is because these entities often provide free or 

highly subsidized inputs to producers they are supporting. Although this helps farmers, it undermines the de-

velopment of a sustainable private inputs sub-sector.  

2. FERTILIZER 
Fertilizer is among the highest-demanded inputs. As noted prior, supply is quite inadequate relative to de-

mand.   Table 6x shows some of the input dealers interviewed and the buying and selling prices of the inputs 

they market. Like seeds, MAFFS is heavily involved in the fertilizer market. They distribute fertilizer from 

their store in Freetown or in the District offices at subsidized prices. This makes it hard for private input 

dealers to compete while not incurring losses. Some input dealers informed the team that they are able to sell 

their fertilizer only when MAFFS’s fertilizer is no longer available in the market. Uneven distribution of sub-

sidies has also been an expressed concern. Access to credit is another constraint, as farmers are unable to af-

ford fertilizer even when they can access it.  

Fertilizer subsidies came about after long negotiations between the World Bank and African governments. 

The subsidies were to be short-term mainly to introduce smallholder farmers to the benefits gained by apply-

ing fertilizer - raising crop productivity. In countries like Nigeria and Ghana, “smart subsidy” programs seek 
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to reduce market distortion and maintain market linkages. Farmers receive or purchase (at a discount) vouch-

ers for inputs, and can exchange them at input dealers’ stores when they go to the buy fertilizer. The World 

Bank SCADEP program and SOBA have been engaging other entities around piloting such a program, which 

might include Tonkolili and would be a good initiative for EAIN to collaborate around 

3. EQUIPMENT   
Agricultural equipment is used mainly to lessen the drudgery in manual labor for plowing and processing of 

produce, improving efficiency in manual work, and expanding areas under cultivation. For a long time, 

MAFFS had a tractor plowing scheme but finally passed it on to the private sector. It is one activity that is 

now done entirely by private individuals including some of the 27 agrodealers (in Mile 91 area in the case of 

Tonkolili) that were trained by CNFA under MAFFS’s Smallholder Commercialization Program (CSP). The 

CNFA program was however shot-lived because of management problems. Because of the program’s ending 

prematurely, most of the trainees have remained inactive due to lack of the necessary support. The team 

learned from the field interviews that some of the agrodealers and the Mountain Lion Rice Company outside 

Makeni in Bombali provide tractor plowing services for its contract farmers who pay back in-kind in the form 

of paddy rice. The cash payment for tractor plowing is about Le80,000.00 per acre, which comes to between 

Le500,000.00–800,000.00 per day (about 5-10 acres depending on whether there are stumps in the field). 

Tractor plowing is done mostly in the bolilands for rice cultivation. However, the majority of smallholder 

farmers cannot pay such an amount. 

The other types of equipment found during the field interviews are those supplied to the ABCs under the 

SCP. They include power tillers, rice mills, destoning machines, and generators. The ABCs use these ma-

chines to process rice for members and non-members as an income generate activity. Equipment mainte-

nance is a major problem and this is reflected in the quality of the milled rice especially when there is no 

destoning machine and/or is not operational. The team witnessed paddy being transported from one ABC 

whose rice mill was not functioning to the nearest functional rice mill. One could see the middle -aged rice 

mill operators struggling with the mill in the poorly ventilated building that also had other items for storage. 

Sanitation needs improvement in the ABC and other farmers’ stores.                 

4. AGROCHEMICALS  
The team learned from the field interviews that agrochemicals are used mostly in vegetables production to 

control pests and diseases and for storage pests in groundnuts. The limited use of agrochemicals was con-

firmed by the Head of the Tonkolili NaFFSL who informed the team that he had a stock of Diazinon and 

other chemicals in the store that have not been purchased. Considering the fact that the majorities of farmers 

are smallholders and cannot read or follow instructions combined with health and environmental concerns, it 

is better to promote integrated pest management rather than advocating the use chemicals. In addition, com-

panies often dump expired agrochemicals in African countries. The US government also has strict regulations 

on the use of chemicals in general.     

5. HIRED LABOR  
Hired labor supplements family labor which is the normal practice under subsistence smallholder agriculture. 

Dependency on family labor is one reason farmers used to have a lot of children. The team learned that the 

cost for hired labor such as for plowing is one of the major constraints to increasing the land under cultiva-

tion. So what most farmers sometimes do is to borrow money from traders for repayment in-kind with pro-

duce (usually rice) at harvest time. But traders sometimes take advantage of this arrangement because they 
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know that the prices rice and other produce are low at the time of harvest. The farmers often know this but 

most times they do not have any other sources for financial assistance besides the traders or their group Vil-

lage Savings scheme. Tractor plowing on the other hand is quite expensive (about Le500,000.00 minimum per 

day). It is currently one the reasons for the high cost of rice production in Sierra Leone (Spencer et. al., 2014), 

thereby making rice production under some agro-ecologies not competitive with imported rice. 

B. SERVICES 
Services refer to the various forms of support used by producers and other VC actors to help them become 

profitable enterprises. This includes business development, extension, market information, equipment and 

finance.  

1. EQUIPMENT 
Some agrodealers and Companies such the Mountain Lion Rice Company provide tractor plowing services to 

farmers. In the case of Mountain Lion, they provide this service to our out-growers or contract farmers for 

in-kind repayment at the time of crop harvest. farmers give back the same quantity of seed they received. In 

addition, the Company can buy the remaining rice which it parboils and mill to sell (Table 3x). Private agro-

dealers sell their services on a cash basis, generally. ABCs and FBOs provide rice milling services to members 

and non-members, with lower prices for members. 

2. EXTENSION, TRAINING AND MARKET INFORMATION 
Farmers receive extension and training from the government, via MAFFS, NGO projects, and buyers. 

MAFFS extension service is responsible for training of farmers on different subject matters, assisting them 

resolve technical problems, and providing them with information including access to inputs and output mar-

kets and veterinary services. The extension service is also responsible for the transfer and dissemination of 

new technologies such as improved varieties of crops developed and released by SLARI. The team visited the 

Tonkolili District Agriculture Office. The Head of the Extension Unit stated that the district is divided into 5 

blocks and each has an extension agent. These agents are spread thin, challenged to meet the needs of all pro-

ducers in their block, and resource constraints limit their ability to visit communities. MAFFS’ training fo-

cuses largely on production and on-farm PHH. The team was not informed of any training marketing besides 

training on the use and maintenance of the ABC equipment, nor training involving traders and other buyers. 

Many NGO projects include farmer training, often using cascade training to train group representatives who 

then train group members. These projects often cover attendance costs, and in some cases provide stipends, 

Thus, producer groups are not likely to develop the financial resources to maintain these programs after a 

project ends (and, admittedly, are challenged to learn new information). EAIN might include extension provi-

sion in its business training for producer groups/ Private firms are filling some of the extension gaps in ways 

that seek to build long-term systems. Firms such as WARC, for example, hire farmers to serve as community 

trainers, providing for local training from trusted and respected community members, and factor costs into 

their purchase and sale prices. 

Producers and traders use informal, piecemeal means to get market information, such as phone calls and mar-

ket visits. Larger firms are able to access external resources and professional/sector networks. CRS’s planned 

market information system would be highly beneficial to farmers and traders in particular. 
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3. CREDIT 
As noted prior, credit constraints affect all VC actors, as there are few institutions lending to producers and 

SMEs, and few financial products tailored to production cycles, or the collateral constraints of these actors. 

MFIs play an important role in some communities, but their loan sizes are too small to enable growth among 

traders. Similarly, VSLA credit limits are often too low to meet producers’ total needs. The USAID (2015) 

VCA provides a detailed overview of providers and products.   

Value chain finance exists in various forms. Traders may give farmers cash loans during planting and harvest 

to be repaid in product at harvest. These services can be quite useful provided the farmers are not exploited. 

Companies that have contract production and outgrower schemes may provide inputs up front, and contract 

to buy the farmers’ produce at terms that allow them to recover this loan at harvest. SNAP has facilitated 

contracts between poultry firms and producer groups, with one poultry form, offering advance credit. 

4. BUSINESS TRAINING 
ABCs have received some level of business training from SCP implementation partners. Some FBOs and 

ABCs have received additional training beyond this, varying in type and extent. Producer groups shared the 

records they are keeping, with some having only a logs of member dues and visitors, and others having com-

plete logs of milling machine use and fees, crop purchases and sales, and group farm income and expendi-

tures. There is a strong need to business management and marketing training among these groups. Most trad-

ers the team interviewed did not have business training, and not all had basic literacy or numeracy skills. Input 

dealers had varied training and experience. These entities would likewise benefit from training in business, 

along with basic numeracy and literacy. The FTF project can build on the training actors have received, first 

by evaluating their capacities, then providing appropriate business management training for groups and buy-

ers to cascade among their members and suppliers. EAIN should collaborate with projects such as SOBA 

and SCADEP, as well as MAFFS, in this area.\ 

C.  SUMMARY OF CONSTRAINTS AND PROPOSED 

INTERVENTIONS IN INPUTS AND SERVICES      
Constraints Proposed Intervention 

Near-Term 

- Insufficient knowledge about location of agrodealers 

- Insufficient knowledge on full benefits of inputs on 

agricultural productivity. 

- Inadequate infrastructure – storage  

- Lack of working capital 

- Support a pilot GIS mapping of agrodealers in Tonkolili including ser-

vices provided 

-Facilitate simple demonstration plots in partnership with companies 

promoting their inputs. 

- Support expansion of existing storage facilities 

 - Support credit/financing program 

Medium-Term 

-Inputs sector lacks connection with ECOWAS re-

gion 

 

- Inadequate supply of inputs due to MAFFS dominant 

role in the sub-sector. 

-Facilitate formation of a National Inputs Association*: 

a. One of fertilizer 

b. One on seeds  

-Support training on advocacy for all inputs dealers.   

*The West and Central African Council for Research and Development (CORAF/WECARD) is implementing a USAID/WA re-

gional seed alliance program under the FTF that can lead this effort; International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC) is also im-

plementing a comparable 5-year program on fertilizer.     
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IX. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS 

A. OVERALL FNDINGS 
 

The following emerged as key findings across VCs: 
 

• Demand for the target crops exceeds supply for groundnut, maize and rice. Demand for okra and chilies 
is strong, with growth opportunities most apparent for chilies. Producers did not indicate high demand 
for pumpkin/squash, and it was not widely present in markets during the fieldwork. However, SPRING 
(2016) reports high self-consumption. Demand for sweet potato is moderate, but the group did not see 
the nutritious orange-fleshed varieties that EAIN proposes to focus on in markets or find evidence of 
production in the study area. 

• There are ready opportunities to meet excess demand and improve market outcomes by increasing quan-
tity produced, crop quality and value addition; and fostering long-term buying relationships. 

• Most producers cultivate crops from at least two to three of the target VCs, and many traders deal in 
multiple target crops. This enables the project to realize efficiencies in delivering production and PHH 
training relevant to multiple crops and facilitating market linkages among a given producer group and 
buyers dealing in multiple VCs. As such, EAIN’s plan to train only existing groups on groundnut and 
vegetables, and only new groups on rice and maize, does not seem optimal from a resource efficiency and 
outcome optimization perspective. For example, groups that produce at least three of the crops, then re-
ceive marketing and business training applicable to any commodity, but only production and PHH train-
ing on two crops, will not be able to apply their business training to improve market outcomes across all 
target crops they produce. This is because these groups will still have insufficient output and PHH issues 
with crops for which they did not received production and PHH training. 

• There are numerous, sizeable producer groups that are aggregating crops, may have group farms, and 
may engaging in primary processing. These include Farmer Based Organizations (FBOs), Agricultural 
Business Centers (ABCs, unite 3-4 FBOs), and cluster groups formed through NGO projects. 

• ABCs, and some other farmer groups, have equipment for rice milling. Many lack the resources to main-
tain milling equipment, leaving them unable to market higher-value milled rice or sell milling services at 
times. Few groups have proper rice cleaning equipment. 

• Producer groups are most likely to aggregate and sell groundnut, rice and maize, leaving producers to sell 
their vegetables individually.  

• Most farmer groups lack basic commercialization and business management skills, and few seem to be 
seeking to earn profits through aggregation and marketing. Some groups have relevant training (varying 
in scope and extent) and maintain basic financial records, but more are in need of these capacities. 

• Groups have limited number of accessible buyers, few regular buyer-seller relationships, and very few ad-
vance contracts. Linkages to maize markets appear particularly weak and sparse. 

• Women face more challenges than men in accessing productive and marketing resources. Thus, EAIN 
should identify and address challenges faced by women in mixed groups, and women’s groups 

• Product quality issues negatively impact market access and prices, including high moisture in maize and 
groundnut, and debris in rice. 

• There are sizeable opportunities for value addition in primary processing, including milling and parboiling 
rice, producing groundnut paste and snacks, and drying chilies. Dried okra and pumpkin may also be 
considered. These are areas where EAIN can improve outcomes for women and youth in particular. 

• The input supply network is thin, with private sector development constrained by competition with sub-
sidized inputs, challenges registering new input supply businesses and lack of access to credit among pro-
ducers and suppliers  
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• Women are well represented in most value chains but appear to have little control of the resulting income 
and are underrepresented in leadership positions.  

 
The team identified commonalities across commodities in the foundations that EAIN can built upon to fos-
ter improved market and nutritional outcomes; and the constraints actors face in tapping profitable growth 
opportunities. On the positive side, Tonkolili, has a sufficient foundation for program success, including: 

• several Agricultural Business Centers with primary processing and storage capacity 

• numerous producer groups that are willing to invest in their own capacity building 

• fertile land that can be more productive with modern inputs and management practices 

• market growth opportunities via import substitution and quality improvement 

• several strong trade hubs 

• some functioning agricultural credit mechanisms that are ripe for scale up 

• a diverse network of traders, and 

• supportive government units (district council and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) 
A model worth special mention here is the Future in our Hands (FIOH) Microfinance (MFI) traders 

group at Mile 91, which includes traders of maize, groundnut, rice and chilies. Each contributing member 

has access to a business loan twice a year at six monthly intervals, with the load size dependent on their 

annual investment contribution to the MFI. Loans have an interest rate of 10%, some of which is re-

turned to members in the form of profit sharing, after allocating some to operating costs. The interest 

rate is much more favorable than the 30% interest charged by BRAC and LAPO MFI loans that are open 

to the public. The FIOH Mile 91 group/fund is about 15 years old, with a growing membership and no 

defaulters in loan repayment. The members have a VSLA scheme alongside the microcredit scheme.  

 
However, Tonkolili is marked by several constraints that EAIN will need to address or account for in imple-
menting its program, and identifying entities to engage to address factors outside of EAIN’s scope: 

• Producer Group and Trader Business Capacity: Most farmer groups lack basic commercialization 
and business management skills, and few seem to be seeking to earn profits through aggregation. Groups 
and small traders have received varied levels of relevant training, and some maintain basic financial rec-
ords, but more are in need of these capacities. Groups that have received training from NGOs, beyond 
what MAFFS and SCP provide, demonstrate higher levels of business marketing success, indicating 
EAIN’s planned trainings in this area will be fruitful. 

• Physical Market Access: Producers and traders have limited number of accessible buyers and suppliers 
due to lack of their own transportation and the cost of private transport. Farmer groups have few regular 
buyer-seller relationships, let alone contracts. Links to maize markets appear particularly weak and sparse. 

• Inputs: Access to inputs is a major constraint, as there are very few suppliers, and demand exceeds sup-

ply. The National Federation of Farmers, Sierra Leone (NAFFSL) serves as a key distributor of fertilizer 

and seeds from MAFFS and SMP in Tonkolili. NAFFSL reported that, in 2016, they received 2,000 bags 

of fertilizer (60% NPK 15:15:15 and 40% Urea) from MAFFS and 2,000 bags of NPK from the Seed 

Multiplication Program (SMP), against NAFFSL Tonkolili’s estimated demand of 10,000 bags per year. 

Community seed multiplication is rare. Private dealers are limited in number. Seed Tech has a representa-

tive in Makeni, who covers the entire Northern Province. The Sierra Leone Opportunities for Business 

Action program (SOBA, Adam Smith, Intl.) is working with input suppliers to develop a local independ-

ent agent network, building on the Smallholder Commercialization Program’s (SCP) prior Community 

Agrodealer program, but just began working in Tonkolili and has only a few agents. EAIN’s agrodealer 

network component will fill a critical gap and should coordinate with programs like SOBA to maximize 

joint outcomes and efficiency.  
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• Extension Services: MAFFS faces challenges meeting producers’ needs with its current resources. It is 

not able to hire the number of extension agents needed to provide sufficient services to all producers, 

traders and processors in the district, and transportation costs limit agents’ abilities to visit communities.  

Extension focuses primarily on production and input provision, along with basic business training, with 

less support for post-harvest handling (PHH) and aggregation. EAIN’s proposed trainings on aggrega-

tion and PHH, and the connector networks building production capacity, will help fill gaps, mechanisms 

to ensure post-project sustainability must be implemented from the start. 

• Financial Services: Actors across all VC levels face challenges accessing sufficient affordable financing. 

Few financial institutions have credit products adapted to agricultural production cycles, SME working 

capital needs, or the limited traditional collateral that most producers, SMEs and small traders have. A 

dearth of advance contracts makes trade credit unattainable. A scalable model of success exists in FIOH’s 

trader MFI at Mile 91, but these traders need more credit than then MFI can provide, to scale up.  

B. KEY OPPORTUNITIES, CONSTRAINTS AND INTERVENTIONS 
 

The table below summarizes key market opportunities, related constraints, and potential interventions, con-
sidering those relevant to all VCs, several VCs and individual crops. Cost/benefit analyses are needed to pri-
oritize and select from these options further. 

Crop End Market Opportunities Constraints Intervention Areas 

All commodities - Import substitution and urban 
markets 
- Higher value markets 
- Value addition 
- Diversify markets to improve 
bargaining power 
- Off-season sales for storable 
crops 
- Sell by weight, not volume, to 
optimize profits 

- Insufficient output  
- Limited aggregation 
- Lack of training and facilities 
for proper PHH 
- Limited links to traders 
- Poor business and marketing 
skills among producers and 
traders, many with limited liter-
acy and numeracy 
- Transport costs limit market 
access 
- Lack of market information 
- Lack of appropriate storage 
and drying sites 
- Lack of training on weights 
and measures 
- Credit and income con-
straints 
- Sparse input supply network 

- Producer training on profitable mod-
ern ag practices, and proper PHH de-
manded by high-value buyers 
- Identify profitable value-added prod-
ucts and provide training on their pro-
duction (e.g., parboiled rice, groundnut 
paste, dried vegetables) 
- Foster increased producer aggrega-
tion through new groups, and aggrega-
tion of crops groups are not selling in 
bulk at present 
 -Link producers/groups to traders and 
end buyers, facilitate contracting 
- Train producer groups and traders on 
marketing and business management, 
with basic literacy and numeracy first if 
needed 
- Train producers and traders on stand-
ardization (weights, measures, label-
ing), grants/VC finance to support pur-
chase of scales 
- Facilitate producer group investment 
in shared transport to end markets 
- Pilot farm to market MIS, using SMS, 
and networks such as FBOs & traders 
- Support expansion of existing 
- Grants and value chain finance to 
cost share storage and drying sites 
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Crop End Market Opportunities Constraints Intervention Areas 

producer credit mechanisms (MFIs 
VSLAs), support formal lenders in de-
veloping new products 
- Cultivate local agrodealer network 

Groundnut - Export and higher value mar-
kets 
- Reduce women’s labor bur-
den to increase time for self-
care and income generation 
-Youth paste production 

- See above, all crops 
- High aflatoxin levels 
- lack of mechanized shelling 
- Youth lack credit and training 

- PHH training on drying and storage 
- Grants and VC finance for shelling 
and drying equipment 
- Grants and training for youth to im-
prove grinding equipment, sanitation 
and quality 

Maize - Higher-value markets such as 
industrial food aid 
- Poultry sector 

- Improper drying, followed by 
suboptimal storage results in 
lower prices and aflatoxin risk 
- Lack of knowledge about 
poultry market demand 

- PHH training on drying and storage 
- Link to poultry sector and food aid 
buyers 
- Grants and VC finance for shelling 
and drying equipment 

Rice - Higher-value markets: clean, 
less broken and parboiled rice 

- Poor quality destoners at 
ABCs 
- Limited parboiling due to 
credit constraints 

- Grants to cost-share improved pro-
ducer group destoners 
- Training on proper cleaning and 
buyer requirements 
- Link producers/groups to large pro-
cessors such as Mountain Lion 
- Women’s grants and training for par-
boiling 

Vegetables: Chili Pepper - Dried chili for domestic and 
export markets 
- Export of fresh and dried chil-
ies 
- Varietal differentiation focus-
ing on higher-value varieties 

- Lack of information about ex-
port market demand 
- Lack of proper storage for 
dried chilies 
-- Lack of varietal separation 

- Obtain and disseminate information 
on export market demand 
- Train on higher-value varietals: seed 
identification and markets 

Vegetables: Okra -See “all commodities” - Lack of cold chain 
 
 

- See “all commodities” 
 

Vegetables: Pump-
kin/Squash 

- Highly consumed at home, in-
dicating potential for increased 
sales, needs more research 
- Increased interest in nutritious 
foods 
- Increased production for self-
consumption reduces food ex-
penditure/cash income needs  

- Not perceived as a key mar-
ket crop by producers or retail-
ers 
- Selling cut pieces increases 
risk of spoilage and contami-
nation 

- SBCC and marketingto increase con-
sumption at markets 
- Train sellers to wrap cut pieces 

Vegetables: Sweet Po-
tato (OFSP) 

- Increased interest in nutritious 
foods. Need to determine if 
consumers will pay premium 
versus yellow/white flesh 
- Replace less-nutritious im-
ports in markets (not negatively 
impacting domestic producers 
of white/yellow flesh) 

- OFSP not produced or sold 
- Producers tend to sell crop 
vs. consume, to earn income 

- Prioritize Fresh Salone crop trials 
- Initiate SBCC and marketing to raise 
producer and consumer awareness of 
OFSP and its benefits 
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